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SUMMARY
The objective of this research is to develop new reconfigurable circuits that enable
significant benefits to RF and millimeter-wave systems. The ability to reconfigure
RF systems can enable capabilities such as meeting multiple requirements, adapting
to different environment and processing conditions, calibrating system performance,
and monitoring system health. This work provides several examples of novel circuit
designs that create reconfigurable RF capabilities in silicon-germanium platforms.
The design and characterization of reconfigurable X-band LNAs is presented. In
addition, several reconfigurable circuits and systems are developed at W-band. The
following is a summary of the contributions of this work:
1. A comparison of the RF performance of current state-of-the-art transistors in
advanced CMOS and SiGe BiCMOS platforms. This analysis has been sub-
mitted to the IEEE Transaction on Electron Devices (TED) c© 2014 [1] and
extends work from the IEEE Bipolar/BiCMOS Circuits and Technology Meet-
ing (BCTM) c© 2014 [2]
2. The design of reconfigurable X-band LNAs demonstrating frequency agility, lin-
earity improvements, and gain control. This work has been published in BCTM
c© 2014 [3], c© 2012 [4] and the Government Microcircuit and Applications and
Critical Technology Conference (GOMAC) 2013 [5].
3. The development of innovative reverse-saturated SiGe HBT millimeter-wave
switches. These switches have been analyzed in detail and published in the
IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components Letters (MWCL) c© 2014 [6], the
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IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques (TMTT) c© 2014 [7],
and extend earlier ideas published in the the IEEE Topical Meeting on Silicon
Monolithic Integrate Circuits in RF Systems (SiRF) c© 2012 [8] and BCTM
c© 2013 [9].
4. The design and characterization of a front-end built-in-self-test system at 94
GHz. This work will be submitted to the the IEEE International Microwave
Symposium (IMS) 2015.
5. The development of a highly-integrated radiometer with an ambient and active
hot temperature references. This system will be submitted to IMS or the IEEE
Radio Frequency Integrated Circuits Symposium (RFIC) 2015.
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1.1 Origin and History of the Problem
The market for radio frequency (RF) systems has long evolved under a paradigm
where once a system is built, it cannot be changed. This has resulted in vicious
design cycles which quickly outdate previous chipsets. It has been recognized that
building flexibility into RF systems and providing mechanisms to reconfigure the
RF system can enable significant benefits, including: the ability to support multiple
modulation schemes and standards with the same design, the reduction of product size
and overdesign, the ability to adapt to environmental conditions such as temperature
and spectral interference, the improvement of spectrum utilization, and the ability to
calibrate, characterize, and monitor system health.
Creating reconfigurable radar or communication systems has been researched in
both the digital and RF domains. Most of the research in the digital domain has
focused on the idea of a software defined radio, which pushes as much of the RF
functionality into digital domain where the functionality can be reconfigured using
software. An ideal software defined radio uses a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) as a
transmitter and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) as a receiver and connects them
directly to a circulator and antenna [10]. However, the ideal software defined radio is
not feasible because of the limitations of DACs and ADCs in terms of sampling rate,
resolution [11], noise figure [12], and power consumption [13]. As a result, there must
be RF components such as filters, switches, amplifiers, and mixers that condition the
signal between the antenna and the digital domain. Thus, flexible RF components
are essential to create a reconfigurable system and are the focus of this research.
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1.2 Silicon-based Transistor Technologies
The RF performance of silicon-based transistor technologies has improved at a
remarkable rate over the past several decades. Both the n-type field effect transistor
(nFET) and the silicon-germanium (SiGe) heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT)
now report a unity gain frequency (fT ) and a maximum oscillation frequency (fmax)
at or above 300 GHz [14, 15]. The RF performance of nFETs has improved with
aggressive scaling and the subsequent reduction in the minimum feature size, along
with innovations such as silicon-on-insulator, high-k dielectrics, and strained active
regions. While maintaining more conservative (larger) minimum feature sizes, the RF
performance of SiGe HBTs has also increased due to a reduction in both the vertical
and lateral profile, and aggressive doping and bandgap engineering.
These improvements in the core transistor technologies have enabled silicon-based
circuit designs and systems well above 100 GHz. In addition to high performance
RF transistors, the ability to integrate dense digital back-end functionality on the
same silicon die provides the potential to develop highly complex integrated circuits
for short-range high-resolution radar [16], multi-gigabit/second data wireless trans-
mission [17], and high resolution passive imaging [18] at millimeter-wave and even
sub-THz frequencies.
Traditionally, the RF performance of complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) and SiGe HBT transistors has been benchmarked directly at the input and
output of the transistor. However, the interconnect from the bottom metal layer,
where the transistor is connected, to the top metal layer, where it connects to the
rest of the circuit, has a substantial impact on the usable RF performance of the
transistor. This is critical since most RF circuits require the transistors to connect
to the top metal layer where lower loss transmission lines and matching networks can
be designed.
An old rule-of-thumb comparing SiGe HBTs and nFETs was that a SiGe HBT
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could achieve similar RF performance to an nFET that was two technology nodes
more aggressively scaled than the SiGe HBT [19]. This technology trend was based
on the core transistor performance and did not consider the impact of the interconnect
from the transistor to the top metal. As technology has continued to improve, the
parasitics associated with the interconnect have played an increasingly large role in
the overall RF performance at the top metal layer.
Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 show the measured results of the two main RF figure-of-
merit (FoM), peak fT and fmax, of several nFET and SiGe HBT technologies at the
bottom and top metal layers, respectively. It is clear from Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2
that very different technology trends are occurring at the bottom and top metal layer
reference planes. In Figure 1.2, aggressive CMOS scaling has achieved comparable or
superior fT and fmax values in comparison to SiGe HBT technology at the bottom
metal layer. However, Figure 1.2 shows SiGe HBT technologies achieve comparable
fT and significantly higher fmax values at the top metal layer in comparison to more
advanced CMOS technology nodes. The FoMs reported at the top metal layer give
a better indication of the usable RF performance of a technology since they are
more representative of how the transistors will be utilized in circuit designs. In
addition, FoMs reported at the bottom metal layer often use slightly different de-
embedding techniques and reference planes, which make precise comparisons between
technology nodes difficult. These results suggest that SiGe HBTs can provide superior
RF performance for emerging millimeter-wave applications. This work leverages the
benefits of SiGe HBTs in reconfigurable microwave and millimeter-wave circuits.
1.3 Current State-of-the-art Reconfigurable Techniques
The challenge of developing reconfigurable RF systems is to enable extra desired
capabilities, while minimizing the impact the reconfigurable circuitry has on the core
system performance. Reconfigurable capabilities can be developed at both the system
3

























































Figure 1.1: Measured fT and fmax at the bottom metal layer for different tech-
nology nodes in SiGe HBT and CMOS technologies. Data points taken from
this work have a star symbol. Other data points are taken from [15, 20–27]
c© 2014 IEEE [1].























































Figure 1.2: Measured fT and fmax at the top metal layer for different technology
nodes in SiGe HBT and CMOS technologies. Data points taken from this work
have a star symbol. Other data points are taken from [28–31] c© 2014 IEEE [1].
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and local levels, as shown for a receiver in Figure 1.3.
At the system level, a single transceiver can be designed to operate in multiple
modes with different performances by having switches that change between completely
separate RF signal paths [32,33]. System reconfigurability is often used in cell phone
products with dedicated channels for different communication standards [34]. To
further enhance system reconfigurability, defense advanced research projects agency
(DARPA) is now leading research to develop systems that operate similar to field-
programmable gate array (FPGA)s, but for RF applications. The RF FPGA contain
several banks of filters, amplifiers, and mixers with a matrix of switches to define the
desired RF signal path [35,36]. However, system reconfigurability increases the system
size and power dissipation dramatically since each mode of operation requires its own
set of core RF components. Local reconfigurability modifies the RF performance
within circuit blocks and reuses them in multiple modes of operation. This work
focuses on creating local reconfigurability within X-band low-noise amplifier (LNA)s












LNA 1 Mixer 1
LNA 2 Mixer 2
LNA N Mixer N
Antenna
Figure 1.3: Conceptual comparison of system and local reconfigurability in a
receiver.
1.3.1 Reconfigurable Low-noise Amplifiers
The LNA is the key circuit block in the receiver path. The LNA is crucial for
amplifying the received signal to detectable power levels and providing sufficient gain
to reduce the overall noise contribution of subsequent circuitry. Substantial research
has focused on creating reconfigurable or multi-function LNAs to meet multiple cel-
lular standards. The development of these reconfigurable LNAs can be divided into
two main strategies. The first strategy develops wideband LNAs [37–39] and then
uses mixers with variable local oscillator (LO) frequencies to achieve frequency agility.
However, wideband LNAs suffer from higher noise figure, and they amplify a wide
range of signals, both desired and undesired. Wideband amplification creates large
interfering signals at the output of the LNA and can create serious linearity problems
for circuits following the LNA.
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An alternative approach is to create tunable narrowband LNAs. Tunable nar-
rowband LNAs reduce the amplitude of out of band interfering signals, but require
methods to modify the matching networks. Multi-mode matching networks have been
achieved by using multi-tap transformers [37] or creating switchable matching net-
works [40–42]. Unfortunately, these networks require large passive components that
increase the circuit size. This work investigates the idea of changing amplifier per-
formance by activating additional transistor area in the amplifier core. Specifically
X-band frequencies are targeted to support a large number of military communication
and radar applications.
1.3.2 W-band Switches
A fundamental component to creating reconfigurable RF systems is a low-loss RF
switch. Front-end switches are used in transceivers to reconfigure between transmit
and receive modes of operation [43–45]. The front-end switch allows the system to use
a single antenna, thereby reducing the overall footprint of the system. In addition,
a front-end switch is used in passive imaging systems that use a Dicke radiometer
topology to remove low-frequency gain variations from the system output [46–48].
Front-end switches are also used in digital beam forming networks to connect multiple
antennas to the same RF electronics [49,50].
Typically, millimeter-wave switches use CMOS transistors in silicon technologies
[43,46,47] for low power consumption, but the performance of CMOS switches is sig-
nificantly limited by the conductive silicon substrate. More costly III-V technologies,
such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) or indium phosphide (InP), are used in applications
demanding higher performance [44, 51, 52]. Previous to this work, few publications
have examined the potential of SiGe HBTs in high-frequency switches [45, 48]. In
[48], the performance of the high-frequency SiGe switch was similar to that of the
CMOS switch, but the design did not appear to be properly optimized for the SiGe
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HBT.
1.3.3 W-band Reconfigurable Systems
Providing multi-function and reconfigurable capabilities becomes difficult at mil-
limeterwave frequencies. At millimeter-wave frequencies, greater atmospheric losses,
higher noise figure sub-components, and degradation from parasitics make it diffi-
cult to achieve high dynamic range systems. As a result, the losses introduced by
adding any reconfigurable capabilities must be kept to an absolute minimum. How-
ever, there is significant interest in creating built-in-self-test (BIST) capabilities for
silicon-based systems. The advantage of silicon-based systems is that a large quantity
of transceiver modules can be produced at a low cost and combined into a large array.
Unfortunately, the measurement and verification of all the chips combined in a large
array significantly increases the cost of the system. Verification is especially costly
at millimeter-wave frequencies where equipment is expensive and measurements are
time intensive. Thus, the ability to characterize the performance of a millimeter-wave
system on die, without any expensive millimeter-wave equipment has the potential
to dramatically reduce the cost of production.
One topology proposed in literature to enable BIST capabilities at W-band is
shown in Figure 1.4. In this topology, a low-power reference signal is injected into
the input of the receiver chain through capacitive couplers. Each channel can be ac-
tivated one at a time to allow the low-power signal to propagate through the receive
path to the intermediate frequency (IF) outputs. The I and Q outputs can be used
to determine the amplitude and phase of the signal. Thus, the channel can be char-
acterized in terms of gain and phase [53]. Similarly, capacitive couplers have been
used at the output to of the PA to characterize the transmit path [54,55]. This is an
exciting concept that can significantly reduce measurement cost and time. However,
this topology has several weaknesses. The topology only allows relative gain and
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phase measurements and still must be normalized to a reference measurement with
millimeter-wave equipment. The design also requires complex lossy routing such that
the signal injected at channels far from the reference source are below the noise floor
and cannot be characterized. In addition, the performance of the capacitive couplers











Figure 1.4: BIST topology using a low-power injection technique, after [55].
An alternative design that has been recently investigated uses a single antenna
connected to a hybrid coupler. The hybrid coupler architecture allows both the
transmitter and receiver to interface with antenna, as shown in Figure 1.5 [16]. The
coupler allows a small portion of transmit signal to loop back into the receive path
through the isolated port of the coupler. The loop back signal enables the relative
gain and phase of the receiver channel to be determined [56]. The drawback to this
topology is the coupler degrades the dynamic range of the system. The thru port of
the coupler normally achieves about 2 dB of loss, and the coupled port has about
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5-10 dB loss. If the coupled port is connected to the transmitter, the output power is
reduced significantly [56]. On the other hand, if the coupled port is connected to the
receiver, the noise figure of the system suffers drastically [16]. In this work, a new
type of BIST architecture, which overcomes many of these challenges and can provide








Figure 1.5: BIST topology using a hybrid coupler loop back test, after [16].
Another topic of interest for silicon-based millimeter-wave systems is radiome-
try and passive imaging. The goal of passive imaging systems is to measure the
background thermal noise emitted by objects. Historically, radiometers have used
several bulky discrete components implemented in III-V technologies and connected
with waveguide interconnects [57, 58]. Due to the improvements in silicon transistor
technology, there is now great interest in highly-integrated, small-footprint millimeter-
wave radiometer solutions.
The calibration of radiometers is extremely critical and is often as important as
the radiometer design itself [59]. The output voltage of the radiometer is related to
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the received antenna noise temperature, TA, according to Equation (1.1), where G is
the gain, c is a constant related to the bandwidth of the system and responsivity of
the power detector, and TN is the noise temperature of the receiver [60].
Vout = c ∗ (TA + TN) ∗G (1.1)
Ideally, Vout would only change with a corresponding change in the received an-
tenna noise temperature. However, as a result of the 1/f noise of active components
and variations in LNA gain, G can vary over time [61]. To overcome system varia-
tions, passive imaging systems often use a Dicke switch topology in which the receiver
periodically connects to a reference noise source, as shown in Figure 1.6. The Dicke
radiometer topology takes the difference between TA and a known reference noise
temperature, TR, to adjust the output voltage, as shown in Equation (1.2). The
Dicke radiometer removes the impact of any variations in the receiver noise figure. In





















Figure 1.6: Basic Dicke radiometer topology (after [47]).
∆ Vout = c ∗ (TA − TR) ∗G (1.2)
Unfortunately, semiconductor-based noise sources suffer from long-term drift [59,
62], and some systems require additional periodic calibration to external known ref-
erence temperatures [59, 60]. In this work, a highly-integrated Dicke radiometer is
11
developed with a new 4-way switch topology.
1.4 Organization
The goal of this work is to demonstrate the ability of SiGe BiCMOS processes
to develop novel reconfigurable circuits and systems. Several examples are provided,
which indicate that SiGe BiCMOS processes can be utilized to achieve beneficial re-
configurable capabilities. Chapter II further discusses important technology trends in
the RF performance of silicon transistor technologies and indicates the future poten-
tial of SiGe HBTs in RF systems is very promising. Chapter III demonstrates multiple
X-band LNA designs with local reconfigurability. Chapter IV describes the theory
and development of record setting low-loss W-band single-pole double-throw (SPDT)
switches utilizing SiGe HBTs. Chapter V discusses a novel W-Band BIST circuit,
which reconfigures the transceiver to provide feedback on system performance. Fi-




SILICON TECHNOLOGY RF PERFORMANCE TRENDS
The underlying RF transistor performance in both CMOS and SiGe HBT tech-
nology has improved tremendously over the past decade. However, as transistors
begin to approach dimensions on the order of 10 nm, the impact of this scaling on
RF performance must be reevaluated. The rapid scaling of CMOS technology has
been driven by dense digital and memory circuitry and does not focus on optimizing
RF performance. The extreme scaling of advanced CMOS nodes has a significant
impact on the usable RF performance of these technologies that was not initially
anticipated. To demonstrate and further analyze this impact the RF performance
of state-of-the-art 32 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS and a half-terahertz SiGe
HBT technology are analyzed in this section. The results of this comparison have
significant implications for the future of high performance RF silicon circuit designs.
2.1 32 nm nFET Transistor Layout Optimization
In this section the performance of several different possible transistor layouts are
compared for the 32 nm SOI nFET. Figure 2.1 shows the different transistor layouts
including: (a) a single-sided gate contact (SS), (b) a double-sided gate contact (DS),
and (c) a double-sided relaxed-pitch gate contact (DSRP).
The different layout configurations are compared at a bias point of VDD = 0.9 V
and VG = 0.6 V for a 20 finger 32 nm x 1.0 µm high threshold voltage nFET, which
has been optimized in simulation and measurement. S-parameters were measured on
an Agilent E8361C PNA up to 67 GHz. A calibration to the probe tips was made
using LRRM, followed by de-embedding using open and short test structures at a top















Figure 2.1: Different layout configurations for the (a) single-sided gate contact,
(b) double-sided gate contact, and (c) double-sided relaxed-pitch gate contact
c© 2014 IEEE [1].
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method to de-embed the test structure pads and feed lines [63], in this case the 100
µm feed transmission lines are below λ/20 at 67 GHz and can be approximated as
the lumped element model assumed in open-short de-embedding [31].
While the SS layout is the simplest configuration, it suffers from high gate re-
sistance. For large width transistors, the resistance of the long, relatively low con-
ductivity polysilicon gate can degrade the overall performance of the transistor. In
addition, with the SS configuration, the number of vias from the bottom metal layer
to the polysilicon gate is limited. At advanced technology nodes such as 32 nm, the
vias between the bottom metal layer and the polysilicon layer are more than 50 Ω
per via. In a 20 finger x 32 nm x 1.0 µm nFET using the SS layout, there are only 10
vias between the polysilicon gate and the bottom metal layer. Thus, the connection
between the gate and bottom metal layer immediately introduces more than 5 Ω of
parasitic resistance, which reduces the fmax of the transistor.
The DS topology reduces the parasitic resistance by reducing the length of the
current path along the polysilicon gate and by doubling the number of vias between
the polysilicon and bottom metal layer. Based on the simple small-signal nFET model
in Figure 2.2, the small-signal parameters related to fT and fmax can be extracted
from the measured Y-parameters using Equations (2.1)-(2.4) [28]. Figure 2.3 shows
these small-signal parameters for the different layout configurations using measured S-
parameters referenced to the top metal. The DS topology reduces the gate resistance


























Figure 2.2: The small-signal model for the nFETs.
Cgs =




Imag (Y22 + Y21)
2πf
(2.4)
To further improve fT and fmax, a DSRP layout is used to increase the transcon-
ductance (gm) of the transistor through stress-induced mobility improvements [64] and
reduce the gate to source/drain contact capacitance [15]. This option in the design kit
increases the pitch between adjacent gates from 90 nm to 220 nm. The transconduc-
tance extracted from the measured Y-parameters using Equation(2.2) [28] is shown
in Figure 2.3. The DSRP layout increases the transconductance an additional 7%
compared to the normal pitch transistor and reduces Cgd, resulting in higher fT and
fmax.
Figure 2.4 shows the measured H21 and Mason’s unilateral gain (MUG) of the
DS configuration with the extrapolated fT and fmax. While H21 and MUG appear
to fall at the expected -20 dB/dec rate from 20-50 GHz, plotting the fT and fmax
across the extrapolation frequency provides a better indication of the quality of the
extrapolation and the variation of the measurement. Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show
the measured fT and fmax for the different layout configurations plotted against ex-
trapolation frequency, respectively. Between the extrapolation frequencies of 20 and
16































































Figure 2.3: The small-signal parameters for different layout configurations ex-
tracted from measured S-parameters, including gate-resistance, transconduc-
tance, Cgs, and Cgd.
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50 GHz, the variations in fT and fmax are less than 4% and 15%, respectively. The
post-layout parasitic extracted simulation result is also plotted for the SS layout.
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Figure 2.4: Measured H21 and MUG of the DS configuration c© 2014 IEEE [1].
The DSRP configuration achieves the best fT and fmax, with an average extrap-
olated fT and fmax of 210 and 245 GHz, respectively, for extrapolation frequencies
between 20 GHz and 50 GHz. The DSRP achieves more than a 25% improvement in
the fmax in comparison to the SS layout result of 195 GHz. If a -20 dB/dec slope of
MUG is assumed, it can be calculated from Equation (2.5) that the DSRP layout has
a fixed increase in MUG across all frequencies in comparison to the SS configuration
of nearly 2 dB.
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Figure 2.5: Measured fT at the top metal for the different layout configurations
plotted against the -20dB/dec extrapolation frequency c© 2014 IEEE [1].
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Figure 2.6: Measured fmax at the top metal for the different layout configu-
rations plotted against the -20dB/dec extrapolation frequency c© 2014 IEEE
[1].
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Additional open and short test structures were fabricated which included the
interconnects to the bottom metal layer. Figure 2.7 shows the fT and fmax for the
DS layout referenced to the bottom and top metal layers. As seen in Fig. 8, the fT
reduces 38%, from 300 GHz at the bottom metal layer to 185 GHz at the top metal
layer. In addition, fmax reduces 12% from 260 GHz at the bottom metal layer to 230
GHz at the top metal layer. Using Equation (2.6) and (2.5), this decrease in fT and
fmax from the bottom to top metal layer indicates a 4.2 dB and 1.1 dB reduction in
H21 and MUG, respectively, across all frequencies.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the measure fT and fmax at the bottom and top metal
layers plotted across the -20dB/dec extrapolation frequency c© 2014 IEEE [1].
2.2 Measured 120 nm SiGe HBT Performance
Transistor test structures from the innovations for high performance (IHP) state-
of-the-art 0.5 THz SG13G2 (G2) technology were used to analyze the impact of
interconnects on SiGe HBT performance [2]. The interconnect was optimized to
achieve high fmax at the top metal layer.
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Figure 2.8 presents the simulated peak fT and fmax for a 4-finger 3.6 µm emitter
area G2 SiGe HBT for varying numbers of via rows connecting to the device. The
G2 technology provides seven metallization layers. In these simulations, the number
of metal-1 (M1) to metal-5 (M5) layer vias is swept by increasing the number of via
rows, with each row having 15 vias. The top metal vias are kept constant in each
case, as they have relatively low resistance in the G2 technology and do not impact
RF performance. In Figure 2.8, the effects of the vias are determined by post-layout
parasitic extraction. As can be seen, for the worst case of a single row of vias, the
fmax of the device degrades 18%, from 460 GHz to 380 GHz. As the number of via
rows is increased, the post-layout extracted fmax approaches the schematic simulated
value, as the total series loss is reduced by the parallel connection of vias. On the
other hand, fT begins to decline for increasing numbers of vias due to the increased
parasitic capacitance. Finally, in order to account for the distributed nature of the
interconnect parasitics, a full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation was performed
to model the device interconnects for the 16-row case.
A measurement procedure similar to that used to characterize the nFETs was
used to characterize the SiGe HBTs. The Agilent E8361C was calibrated to the
probe tips and then the pads and feed lines were de-embedded using open and short
test structures. The SiGe HBT was biased through external bias-tees with Vbe =
0.92 V and Vc = 1.5 V for peak fmax. The measured fT and fmax of the G2 SiGe
HBT at the bottom and top metal layers are shown plotted against the extrapolation
frequency in Figure 2.9. The plot shows an average reduction of less than 5% in fmax
and 15% in fT .
Additional measurements were conducted to determine the impact of interconnects
in a wide variety of SiGe HBT processes including IBM 9HP (9HP) [65], Tower Jazz
SBC18-H4 (H4), and IHP SG25-H1 (H1) [66]. The results from these measurements
are summarized in Table 2.1, with the 9HP measurements also shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.8: Simulation of the peak fT and fmax as a function of the number of
M1-M5 via rows using post-layout parasitic extraction c© 2014 IEEE [1].
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Figure 2.9: Extracted fT and fmax for the top metal and bottom metal layer
de-embedding planes of a 4-finger 3.6 µm emitter area G2 SiGe HBT plotted
against the extrapolation frequency c© 2014 IEEE [1].
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All SiGe HBT technologies show a bottom to top metal layer degradation of fT and
fmax of less than 15% and 5%, respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Extracted fT and fmax for the top metal and bottom metal layer
de-embedding planes of a 9HP 0.09 µm x 6 µm SiGe HBT plotted against the
extrapolation frequency c© 2014 IEEE [1].
Table 2.1: The Impact of the Device Interconnect on SiGe HBT Performance
c© 2014 IEEE [1]
Technology G2 9HP H4 H1
Emitter Width (nm) 120 90 90 250
fT Bottom Metal (GHz) 300 300 250 185
fmax Bottom Metal (GHz) 450 345 310 200
fT Top Metal (GHz) 260 280 240 175
fmax Top Metal (GHz) 430 335 300 190
fT % Difference (%) 13.3 6.7 4.2 5.4
fmax % Difference (%) 4.4 2.9 3.2 5.0
2.3 Comparison of the Interconnect Impact on Device Per-
formance
It has been estimated from simulations that the fT of 45 nm SOI nFETs can
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drop up to 35% from the bottom to top metal layer [67] and this work shows a 38%
reduction in fT from the bottom to top metal layer for 32 nm SOI nFETs. However,
SiGe HBTs show less than a 15% reduction in fT from the bottom to top metal layer.
The 32 nm SOI nFET has a bottom metal layer measured Cgs of 11 fF and Cgd of 6
fF. With a gm of 32 mS, the fT can be approximated from Equation(2.7) to be about
300 GHz. In comparison, the 4-finger G2 SiGe HBT has a measured base-emitter
capacitance (Cbe) of 28 fF and base-collector capacitance (Cbc) of 6 fF. The gm is 65
mS resulting in a similar estimated fT from Equation (2.8) of nearly 300 GHz.
fT nFET =
gm




2π (Cbe + Cbc)
(2.8)
However, the small parasitic capacitances that are added through the intercon-
necting via stack have a larger impact on the overall capacitance in the 32 nm SOI
CMOS process than in the G2 SiGe HBT process. In 32 nm SOI CMOS, the parasitic
capacitance can contribute a significant portion of the overall capacitance and thus
reduce the ratio in Equation (2.7).
While larger CMOS devices could be used with larger gm and Cgs, longer gate
length nFETs have increased gate resistance, and the increased resistance and ca-
pacitance associated with a bigger feed network connecting to a larger multi-finger
transistor would eventually limit the benefits of this approach. However, the device
size can have a significant impact on how much the parasitic interconnect capacitance
degrades the fT . This is one reason why very different fT values can be achieved for
the same advanced CMOS technology node.
It is important to note that fT gives the RF current gain with a short circuit at
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the output. This metric is relevant for circuits which drive the transistor hard at
fast speeds, such as mixers or class-E power amplifier (PA)s, but it does not give a
good indication of performance for small-signal amplifiers. MUG and fmax, on the
other hand, give an indication of the maximum transistor performance invariant to
any external lossless matching and are therefore more relevant performance metrics
for most RF amplifier designs. An external parasitic capacitance by itself can be
absorbed into the matching network and has no impact on fmax. However, in a more
realistic case where there is parasitic capacitance at the bottom metal layer followed
by a small via resistance, both the parasitic resistance and capacitance values impact
fmax. Due to the extreme dimensional scaling in 32 nm SOI CMOS, the vias are
highly resistive and the separation between metal layers is very small. As a result,
the parasitic interconnect resistances and capacitances of 32 nm SOI CMOS are larger
than in the G2 process. Thus, the reduction in fmax of 32 nm SOI CMOS is slightly
higher ( 12%) than SiGe HBT technologies ( 5%).
While this work found a 12% reduction in fmax from the bottom to top metal
layer for 32 nm SOI CMOS, it appears from Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 that typically
advanced CMOS technology nodes have a much more significant reduction in fmax.
One possible explanation for this is the variety of de-embedding methods and reference
planes used when reporting the device level RF performance. As shown in [68], a large
variety of fmax values can be reported for a single technology node depending on the
de-embedding method used. Many of the methods report an intrinsic fmax that
removes some of the parasitics present at the bottom metal layer. For RF designers,
the top metal layer fmax is far more relevant than the intrinsic and bottom metal
layer measurements.
Referring to Figure 1.2, the top metal fmax of advanced SiGe HBTs is now sub-
stantially higher than that of all currently reported CMOS technologies. Furthermore,
it appears likely that the top metal layer fmax has peaked for CMOS technologies at
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the 45-65 nm technology nodes due to increasing gate resistance [29].
2.4 Summary
This work has analyzed the current technology trends of the RF performance in
both CMOS and SiGe HBT technologies. Due to the extreme dimensional scaling,
the interconnect from the bottom to top metal layer is having a large impact on the
usable transistor performance. It is clear the additional parasitic capacitance of the
interconnect has a significant effect on the fT of advanced node CMOS technologies
where the input capacitance is low. The fT of 32 nm SOI CMOS was reduced 38%
from the bottom to top metal layer. Measured data across many SiGe HBT platforms
has shown a reduction in fT from the bottom to top metal layer of only 5−15%. The
degradation in top metal layer fmax was found to be 12% in 32 nm SOI CMOS and
5% in SiGe HBT technologies. There are now multiple SiGe HBT platforms in which
the top metal layer fmax exceeds those of all reported CMOS technology nodes. This
has important implications for RF designers and indicates SiGe HBTs can provide
more gain in comparison to advanced node nFETs.
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CHAPTER 3
X-BAND RECONFIGURABLE LOW NOISE AMPLIFIERS
3.1 Motivation
Today’s radar systems are exposed to a variety of dynamic surroundings. Changes
in temperature, weather, and spectral environment all have a significant impact on
radar performance. In addition, radar systems have become light-weight and mobile,
making it even more important to have high performance across all environmental
conditions. The US Frequency Allocation Chart in Figure 3.1 shows that the X-band
(8-12 GHz) segment of the electromagnetic spectrum is very crowded [69]. X-band is
a popular frequency range because the small wave length at these frequencies allows
for high resolution, but the relatively low atmospheric attenuation enables longer
range systems. In this congested X-band region, receivers can be subjected to high
power signals that can damage amplifiers, as well as low power interfering signals.
To maintain reliable performance, multiple radar systems may be utilized in com-
bination. For example, aircraft radar typically uses both C-band (4-8 GHz) and X
or Ku-band (12-18 GHz). The C-band system is crucial because it is less susceptible
to signal degradation caused by rain and fog. The X or Ku-band radar has better
resolution and is used for air-traffic control radar. While having multiple radar sys-
tems can help prevent disruptions in a changing environment, it comes at a high cost.
Clearly, if a single radar system could reconfigure to its environment, there would be
tremendous benefits in terms of size, cost, and reliability.
Most RF systems have addressed reconfigurability at a system level by introducing
banks of filters and amplifiers that can be selected to change the RF path. One
example of this is an RF FPGA system being developed by DARPA and Northrop
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Figure 3.1: United States X-band frequency allocation chart [69]
Grumman shown conceptually in Figure 3.2. The goal of this system is to create
powerful reprogrammable RF transceiver chips. By creating a RF transceiver that
can reprogram performance to operate at different frequencies, power levels, and other
performance metrics, a single chip can be used to meet the requirements of a large
number of applications and projects, as well as adapt to different environments. Thus,
the RF FPGA has the potential to significantly reduce non-reoccurring engineering
and fabrications costs, as well as decrease product development time.
However, system reconfigurability has significant disadvantages. Products using
system reconfigurability are usually very large in size. In addition, in order to achieve
the low-loss switches required in a large switch matrix, the signals must be routed
up to a separate, expensive super-strate where phase change switches can be created.
There are significant benefits in terms of product size and power dissipation that can
be achieved with local reconfigurability. This chapter focuses on the design of locally












Figure 3.2: Conceptual diagram of the DARPA and Northop Grumman RF
FPGA receiver chip, after [35].
In addition, having a dynamic reconfigurable LNA can relax the requirements of
subsequent blocks in the receiver chain. Figure 3.3 shows a simple transmit-receive
module (TRM) topology. If the phase shifter is the linearity bottleneck in the receiver,
adding the capability to decrease the gain of the low noise amplifier can reduce the









Figure 3.3: Transmit-receive module system block diagram.
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3.2 Activating Additional Transistor Area
A common design approach for a reconfigurable LNA is to have switchable match-
ing networks or varactors which allow the circuit to change to different frequencies or
noise matches [70, 71]. These designs are normally large in size because the switch-
able networks add a significant number of passive components. In addition, this type
of design is limited in its ability to reconfigure to improve linearity. An alternative
approach is to activate additional transistors. Figure 3.4 shows the basic concept of
having a switchable transistor core in an amplifier. The switches have been optimized
with nFETs for low loss and isolation as discussed in [72] and can be used to control
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Figure 3.4: Conceptual diagram of activating additional transistor area in an
amplifier.
For a single transistor LNA design, a simultaneous noise and power match can
be achieved with inductors at the base and emitter. The bias point, transistor size,
and emitter inductor are chosen such that gm
Cbe
Le = 50 Ω. The base inductance is
then chosen to resonate out the capacitive load at the operating frequency. Figure
3.5 shows the schematic and small-signal diagram of the LNA. The input impedance





































This same approach can be used for a multiple transistor design as seen in Figure
3.6. To simplify the results, the impedance of the switch in between the two transistors
is assumed to be relatively small, such that Vbe1 = Vbe2. If both transistors are biased
at the same current density, then the gm
Cbe
ratio remains the same when the second









), then the real part of the input impedance does
not change when additional transistors are switched in to operation. With the switch
turned on, the imaginary part of the input impedance becomes more inductive as
a result of the extra base-emitter capacitance. Equation (3.3), shows the imaginary
part of the input impedance resonates out at a lower frequency when the second
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(3.3)
This is an encouraging theoretical result, but the assumption that the switch
impedance is small enough to ignore is not always accurate and is heavily dependent
on how the switch is implemented. Fundamentally, there are three ways to operate
this switch. One option is for the switch to turn on and off both the AC and DC
current. Alternatively, the DC current could always be present and the switch could
just turn on or off the AC current flow. The advantage to this topology is that the
switch could include blocking capacitors at the input and output. This would allow
the source-bulk and drain-bulk junctions to be reverse biased to decrease the lossy
parasitic capacitances. Finally, a third option is the AC current flow could always be
present, but the DC biasing could turn on or off the additional transistors.
In order to implement either the only AC or only DC switch, separate paths for
the DC and AC current must be created to decouple their operation. In simulation, it
was determined that the DC switch significantly outperformed the AC switch in terms
of noise figure when implemented in an amplifier. The topologies shown in Figure 3.7
were selected to be further explored. The first base-switch topology uses a switch that
conduct both AC and DC current. The second topology resistively biased topology
uses a capacitor to separate the DC current between the two transistors while allowing
the AC current to pass. In this topology, the additional transistor can be turned on
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Figure 3.7: Switchable core topologies: (a) Base-switch (b) Resistive base bias.
3.3 Reconfigurable Base-switch Low-noise Amplifier
The reconfigurable base-switch LNA design uses a cascode topology, as shown
in Figure 3.8. The cascode architecture is selected for several reasons. First, the
common emitter stage provides a large gain and good noise figure. As a result of
the large gain, the effect of the noise added by the second common base transistor is
small. In addition, the low impedance looking into the emitter of the upper transistor
limits the impact of the miller capacitance on the common emitter stage [74]. This
increases the amplifier performance at high frequencies. The upper transistor also
helps to isolate the input from output. This is especially useful in reconfigurable
circuits because any changes in the input matching network have little effect on the
output impedance.
The bias point, transistor size, and inductor values were chosen to achieve a si-
multaneous noise and power match, as described in [74]. As discussed in the previous
section, by activating the additional transistor area, the input match is tuned to a
different center frequency. In addition, a varactor is included at the output to modify
the output matching. The bias network at the upper base node includes decoupling
capacitors and small resistors to reduce the quality factor on the cascode node, which
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has the potential for instability [4]. The die photograph of the reconfigurable base-
switch LNA is shown in Figure 3.9. The LNA is 700 µm by 1000 µm and the added



























Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA.
Frequency agility is achieved at the input using the base switch, as shown in
Figure 3.10 and at the output using the varactor, as shown in Figure 3.11. The
center frequency can be changed from 9.7 GHz to 8.2 GHz with a gain of 13-15 dB.
This LNA provides a powerful set of control knobs to adjust performance in crowded
spectral environments where there maybe interfering signals. Furthermore, the device
sizes and matching networks can easily be redesigned to target different frequencies
of operation.
The reconfigurable base-switch LNA also demonstrates that activating additional
transistor area can improve the linearity of the amplifier. The IIP3 increases from
-0.5 dBm to 1 dBm when the additional transistor periphery is activated, as shown
in Figure 3.12. Thus, the reconfigurable base-switch LNA offers a dual solution to
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Figure 3.9: Die photograph of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA.
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Figure 3.10: Measured S11 of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA in the on- an
off-states.
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Figure 3.11: Measured S21 and S22 of the reconfigurable base-switch as a function
of the varactor voltage.
interfering signals. The LNA can both change operating frequencies and improve the
linearity performance. Activating additional transistor area does come at the cost of
increasing the power consumption from 10 mW to 15 mW.
One problem with the reconfigurable base-switch topology is that a lossy switch
element has been placed in the amplification path. When the switch is turned on,
the loss of the switch is amplified to the output and degrades the noise figure of the
amplifier. The noise figure of the LNA is 2.6 dB at 9.7 GHz in the off-state and 3.3
dB at 8.2 GHz in the on-state, as shown in Figure 3.13. However, this design uses a
relatively unaggressive technology with a SiGe HBT fT/fmax of 150/180 GHz. The
noise performance will improve significantly if a more advanced SiGe HBT technology
is used. In addition, as will be shown in the next section, modifications to the topology
may enable reconfigurable capabilities without compromising noise figure.
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Figure 3.12: Measured two-tone linearity of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA
in the on- and off-states.
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Figure 3.13: Measured noise figure of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA in
the on- and off-states.
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3.4 Reconfigurable Resistively Biased Low-noise Amplifier
To reduce the noise figure of the reconfigurable base-switch LNA, the lossy switch
must be eliminated. An alternative method to activate transistor area is shown in
Figure 3.14, where multiple current mirrors are used to separately activate different
transistor cores.
Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of a cascode core with separate resistive current
mirrors for digital activation c© 2014 IEEE [3].
In Figure 3.14, the DC voltage at the base node of each transistor core is separated
by using blocking capacitors. The blocking capacitors are made large in size to reduce
the phase difference between amplifier cores. The resistive current mirrors enable each
transistor core to be activated with a 1.0 V bias. Each core can be deactivated with 0
V bias, which prevents current from flowing through the cascode pair. Large resistors
are used in the current mirrors to present a high impedance to the RF path and
reduce the impact of the current mirrors on the RF matching.
A cascode structure is utilized to provide high gain and high isolation. The high
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isolation between input and output is particularly beneficial for maintaining a good
output match while changing the active transistor area at the input. The open-circuit
voltage gain of a cascode amplifier can be derived as given in Equation (3.4)[75], where
gm1 is the transconductance of the input transistor, rπ2 is the input resistance of the
cascode transistor, gm2 is the transconductance of the cascode device, and ro2 is the
output resistance of the cascode transistor.
Avo = −gm1rπ2gm2ro2 (3.4)
When the active transistor area is changed using the current mirrors in Figure 3.14,
the effective transconductance of the common-emitter device (gm1) is changed, allow-
ing the gain of the amplifier to be controlled.
This design uses a Tower Jazz SBC18-H3 technology, which features SiGe HBTs
with a selectively shrunk 130 nm emitter and an fT/fmax of 240/260 GHz [76]. This
aggressive SiGe HBT technology significantly decreases the base resistance of the
HBTs and reduces the noise figure of LNAs. The digitally-controlled transistor core
was incorporated into an X-band variable gain low noise amplifier (VGLNA). The
VGLNA has three amplifier cores that are binary weighted in size with one, two, and
four 6 µm emitter length SiGe HBTs, providing seven different states of operation.
The transistor core blocking capacitors, Cblock, are chosen to be 550 fF to balance
the tradeoff between the phase delay and physical size of the capacitor. The current
mirrors use 5 kΩ resistors, Rb, to inject the base current into the amplifying SiGe
HBTs.
The schematic of the seven-state X-band VGLNA is shown in Figure 3.15. The
size of the transistor core is chosen to move the optimum noise impedance toward 50
Ω. The degeneration inductor, Le, is chosen to balance the tradeoff between achieving
a good input match and providing a high gain. The output network is matched at 10
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Figure 3.15: Schematic diagram of the seven-state VGLNA. Each amplifier core
represents a cascode pair.
The input impedance of a degenerated LNA is given in Equation (3.5). When
extra transistor area is activated, the effective transconductance gm1 of the amplifier
increases. As a result, the real part of the input impedance increases as additional
transistor area is activated, while the imaginary part remains roughly the same. This
characteristic may be used to adjust the amplifier to account for process variations
or changes in the antenna impedance. Figure 3.16 shows the simulated S11 and
optimum noise impedance, Γopt, of the VGLNA at 10 GHz as the active transistor
area is increased. In this case, the S11 has been partially compromised to achieve
good noise matching.
It is interesting to note that the while the imaginary part of the input impedance
changed with the base-switch LNA topology, the imaginary part of the input impedance
stays relatively constant for the resistive base bias topology used in the VGLNA. This
happens for a combination of reasons. In the base-switch topology, the RF switch
effectively isolates the capacitive load of the second transistor core from the RF input
path when the switch is turned off. However, for the resistive base bias topology
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Figure 3.16: Simulated S11 and Γopt normalized impedances at 10 GHz as a
function of the state of the transistor core c© 2014 IEEE [3].
the on and off transistor cores are only separated by a DC blocking capacitor. As
a result the input impedance includes the shunt base-emitter depletion capacitances
of the transistor cores that are turned off. When the transistor cores are activated,
the relative increase in capacitance is not as large in comparison to the base-switch
topology. In addition, the parasitic resistance of the emitter inductor degenerates
this increase in capacitance. Equation (3.5) shows the input impedance of the small












As the equivalent base-emitter capacitance increases with more active transistor
area, the effective transconductance and (1 + gmRLe) also increases and reduces the
change in the imaginary part of the input impedance.
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The layout of the seven-state VGLNA is shown in Figure 3.17. The final circuit
is 800 µm by 950 µm including pads and 500 µm by 700 µm without pads. The
digitally-controlled SiGe HBT core is only 80 µm by 80 µm. It is clear from the die
photo that the added functionality of the digitally-controlled transistor core does not
increase the overall size of the circuit.
Figure 3.17: Die photograph of the seven-state VGLNA with a zoomed in
picture of the transistor core c© 2014 IEEE [3].
The S-parameters of the seven-state VGLNA were measured on an Agilent E8351A
PNA from 1-40 GHz. The gain of the VGLNA can be digitally controlled from 9.5 to
16.5 dB, as shown in Figure 3.18. In Figure 3.19, the output return loss remains the
same between different states, but the input return loss degrades for small transistor
areas due to the small gm1, as expected from Equation 3.5. In future designs, the input
match could be improved at the cost of a slightly higher noise figure by modifying
the device size and degeneration inductance. However, the input return loss is still
better than 10 dB at 10 GHz for four of the seven states.
The noise figure and linearity of the seven-state VGLNA was measured using
a custom-built integrated S-parameter, noise figure, and load-pull probing station
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Figure 3.18: Measured gain of the seven-state VGLNA as a function of the state
of the transistor core c© 2014 IEEE [3].
Figure 3.19: Measured S11 and S22 of the seven-state VGLNA as a function of
the state of the transistor core c© 2014 IEEE [3].
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which provides RF switching between the network analyzer, the signal sources, and
the spectrum analyzer.
Figure 3.20 compares the two-tone linearity of the amplifier with the smallest and
largest transistor area activated, demonstrating the additional transistor area can also
provide benefits in terms of linearity. The output referred third harmonic intercept
point (OIP3) improves from 5.5 dBm in the smallest area state to 18.5 dBm in the
maximum area state.
Figure 3.20: A comparison of the measured two-tone linearity of the VGLNA
in the maximum and minimum transistor area states c© 2014 IEEE [3].
The digitally-controlled SiGe transistor cores enable the transconductance of the
amplifier to be changed by activating additional transistor area. However, the transcon-
ductance can also be increased by maintaining the same transistor area, and increasing
the bias point of the amplifier in an analog fashion. To compare these two techniques,
the performance of the VGLNA across the seven states is compared to the LNA with
all transistors activated and the bias voltage modified to achieve the same current
density as the digitally-controlled VGLNA.
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Figure 3.21: Measured gain, two-tone linearity, and noise figure for the seven-
state VGLNA. The performance of the VGLNA using the digitally-controlled
transistor core (solid lines) is compared to having all transistors turned on and
adjusting the bias for the same current consumption (dashed lines) c© 2014
IEEE [3].
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The digitally-controlled VGLNA and variable bias LNA show similar performance,
as seen in Figure 3.21. However, there are several benefits to the digitally-controlled
VGLNA topology. First, in highly-integrated systems that require reconfigurable
RF circuitry or self-healing capabilities, the variable bias LNA will be controlled
by some digital logic and require a DAC. In addition, the digitally-controlled SiGe
HBT transistor core offers improved reliability. Since each transistor core is biased
separately, the amplifier can still function even if one of the transistor cores is damaged
from radiation, breakdown, or fabrication failures.
The seven-state VGLNA also achieves excellent noise figure, with a noise figure
of 1.6 dB when all transistor cores are activated and less than 2 dB noise figure for
five of the seven states. This demonstrates that using resistive current mirrors in
a digitally-controlled transistor core can provide lower noise figure than topologies
which use switches to activate transistor area [5, 73, 77]. A clear tradeoff between
the VGLNA performance and power dissipation is also shown in Figure 3.21. Based
on this tradeoff, a state can be selected to meet the receiver requirements while
minimizing power consumption.
A logical extension of this work is to use the VGLNA as a high performance vari-
able gain amplifier (VGA). With good gain control and excellent noise performance,
using the VGLNA as the VGA may improve transceiver performance. It also may be
possible in some TRM topologies to combine the LNA and VGA to save power and
reduce product size. While this is possible, it does increase the complexity of TRMs
in a phased-array system. Normally in phased-array systems, it is desirable for the
VGA to have low phase variation and the phase shifter to have low gain variation.
This allows the control of the gain in the VGA and the control of the phase in the
phase shifter to be decoupled from each other and simplifies the algorithms required
for phased-array beam steering.
In this case, the VGLNA does show phase variation at the different gain states,
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as shown in Figure 3.22. This is due to the extra capacitance and different trace
lengths in the different transistor cores. As a result, a phased-array system using this
VGLNA as a VGA would need to compensate for the phase variation in the VGLNA.
Intelligent phase shifting could be utilized with a look up table to achieve specific
gains and phases accounting for the phase variation. Alternatively, a second stage
could be added to the VGLNA with the opposite phase variation trend [78].
















S t a t e
Figure 3.22: The phase shift across the input to output of the VGLNA at the
different states of the amplifier
Table 3.1 summarizes the performance of published state-of-the-art VGLNAs at
microwave frequencies. The digital core VGLNA presented in this work shows ex-
cellent noise figure in comparison to other publications. In addition, the power con-
sumption is reduced in comparison to the current steering designs.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the ability to locally reconfigure X-band LNAs without increasing
the amplifier footprint was demonstrated by activating additional transistor area.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of RF Variable Gain LNAs c© 2014 IEEE [3]
Ref. Techn. Topology Freq. Gain NF OIP3 Pdiss Area
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dBm) (mW) (mm2)
This 130 nm Digital 9.3- 9.5- 3.3- 5.5- 3.5- 0.76
SiGe Core 11.0 16.5 1.6 18.5 19.9
[79] 120 nm Digital Current 32.0- 9.0- 4.3- -10.0- 26.3 0.13
SiGe Steering 34.0 20.0 3.4 1.0
[80] 180 nm Analog Current 8.0- 7.5- 8.1- 2.0- 36.0 1.17
SiGe Steering 16.0 15.0 4.5 16.0
[81] 250 nm Analog Bias 1.0- -17.0- 12.0- - 2.5- 0.99
SiGe Control 12.0 18.0 2.2 55.0
[75] 130 nm Switchable 2.4- 12.0- 5.0- 0.0- 4.6 0.49
CMOS Core 5.4 24.0 2.2 8.0
The base-switch LNA provided a dual solution to interfering signals with the ability
to both improve linearity and change frequency of operation from 9.7 GHz to 8.2
GHz. The resistive base bias VGLNA was able to digitally control the gain, while
maintaining an excellent noise figure. The VGLNA has a gain control of 7 dB, and 5
of the 7 states achieved a noise figure less than 2 dB. By introducing this gain control
early in the receiver chain, the VGLNA can be used to reduce linearity limitations in
subsequent circuit blocks in the receiver chain. In addition, this topology shows the
potential to combine the LNA and VGA blocks in a phased-array system to reduce
size and power consumption.
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CHAPTER 4
W-BAND SATURATED SIGE HBT SWITCHES
Millimeter-wave electronics are rapidly becoming a ubiquitous part of everyday
life. While applications at these high frequencies were once limited to specialized and
expensive military and scientific systems, millimeter-wave systems are increasingly
utilized in applications such as automotive radar [49,82] airport security scanners [83,
84], wideband point-to-point communication [85], and multi-Ggigabit/second wireless
transceivers [17,86].
There is a great opportunity for low-cost platforms, such as silicon and SiGe, to
play a role in these potentially large volume markets. With the top metal fT/fmax
of 45 nm SOI CMOS reaching 265/280 GHz [28] and 130 nm SiGe achieving a top
metal fT/fmax of 260/430 GHz [2], silicon-based technology can now provide suffi-
cient performance at millimeter-wave frequencies while enabling low-cost, large-scale
production. Advanced W-band radar [87] and phased-array [54] systems have now
been demonstrated utilizing SiGe technology.
In many applications requiring transceivers, it is often desirable to use a front-end
switch so that the transmitter and receiver can share a single antenna [43–45]. Using
a single antenna increases integration, and reduces array size. A front-end switch is
also important for passive detection systems which use a Dicke radiometer topology
to remove low frequency gain variations [46–48].
In these applications, the performance of the front-end switch is extremely criti-
cal. In a transceiver, the switch loss directly reduces the maximum output power of
the transmitter. In receive mode, the switch loss is added to the signal before any
amplification and directly contributes to the overall noise figure of the system. In
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addition, switches need high power handling capabilities to support the large signal
output of the PA. RF switches are typically implemented in CMOS [43,46,47] to min-
imize cost and power consumption, or in more expensive III-V technologies [44,51,52]
when performance is essential. However, it has been shown that using SiGe HBTs
in a novel reverse-saturated configuration can significantly improve millimeter-wave
silicon-based switches and approach the performance of III-V technologies [6].
The present work demonstrates multiple new high-performance saturated SiGe
HBT switch designs, which are implemented in the IBM 90 nm SiGe BiCMOS 9HP
technology platform. The challenges of designing millimeter-wave switches are exam-
ined and different technology solutions are compared. A design procedure to optimize
millimeter-wave switches based on theory and design equations is described. Next, the
measured results of both the forward- and reverse-saturated 94 GHz SPDT switches
designed using this optimization procedure is presented. The reverse-saturated SPDT
achieves a state-of-the-art insertion loss of 1.05 dB with 22 dB of isolation at 94 GHz.
The switching speed and power handling capabilities of the switches are examined. In
addition, initial RF stress measurements show no significant performance degradation
over a 48 hour stress period. Finally, an alternative switch using a transformer to
minimize the circuit footprint is presented.
4.1 Millimeter-wave Silicon Switches
At microwave frequencies, most switches employ a series-shunt topology [88–90]. A
typical FoM to compare the switch performance of different technologies is 1/(Ron ∗
Coff ). This FoM is intuitive since the on-resistance determines the ability of the
transistor to pass RF energy in the on-state and the off-state capacitance limits how
much RF energy is blocked in the off-state. Thus, 1/(Ron ∗ Coff ) gives a good first-
order indication of a given technology′s switch capabilities.
At millimeter-wave frequencies, however, it becomes difficult to use series devices
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because they add loss to the on-state and suffer from capacitive feed through in
the off-state [91]. For this reason, most millimeter-wave switches only use shunt
transistors. The most common topology for millimeter-wave switches above 60 GHz
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Figure 4.1: The schematic of a quarter-wave shunt switch using nFET devices
c© 2014 IEEE [7].
In this topology, when the upper device is turned on with a high voltage at VSW ,
it creates a low impedance at point A1. The quarter-wave transmission line trans-
forms the low impedance at A1 into approximately an open circuit at point T. The
open circuit presented by the upper half of the switch blocks the RF energy at the
Common Port from flowing towards Switch Port 1. The second device is turned off
with a zero bias applied to nVSW , presenting a high impedance at point A2. As a
result, a low loss path is created between the Common Port and Switch Port 2. In
a similar fashion, a low loss path between the Common Port and Switch Port 1 can
be created by applying a low voltage to VSW and high voltage to nVSW . Typically,
an inductive shunt stub (Lstub) is included with each transistor in order to resonate
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out the capacitance of the shunt device at the intended frequency of operation. The
insertion loss is primarily determined by how large a resistance the off-state transistor
can present to the transmission line, and the isolation is determined by how small an
impedance the on-state transistor can achieve.
4.1.1 Analysis of Shunt Devices
Additional insight can be gained by analyzing the small-signal switch model of a
FET, as shown in Figure 4.2, where Rch is the channel resistance, Cch is the channel
capacitance, Csb is the source-bulk capacitance, Cdb is the drain-bulk capacitance and
Rb is the resistance to the substrate. For simplicity, separate substrate resistances are
used for the source and drain nodes. In actuality, there is additional capacitive feed-
through from drain to source through the substrate. This effect can be included by
connecting the substrate nodes, but the added complexity only adds secondary effects
to the equations derived in this section. For an nFET in the shunt configuration shown















Equation (4.1) can be simplified for both the on- and off-states of the transistor. In
the on-state, when Rch  Rb, the equivalent on-state resistance (Req on) is dominated


















Figure 4.2: Small-signal switch model of nFET transistors c© 2014 IEEE [7].
Since the off-state capacitance is normally resonated out with an inductive shunt
stub, it is the equivalent off-state resistance which limits the performance of the off-
state device. In the off-state, when Rch  Rb, the equivalent off-state resistance









This theoretical result derived from the simple small-signal switch model can be
compared to the results given by the design kit nFET model. The shunt Req and Ceq
can be extracted from the simulated admittance parameters (Y-parameters) using










Req off has a fixed component due to the substrate resistance, and a frequency-
dependent term that decreases with the square of the frequency, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. While at low frequencies the second term of Equation (4.4) dominates the
equivalent resistance, at high frequencies the equivalent resistance can begin to ap-
proach that of the substrate resistance. Equation (4.4) indicates that the equivalent
off-state resistance is maximized when Rb is either very large or very small. Un-
fortunately, due to the size of the transistors required to achieve high isolation, the
resistance to the substrate of the transistors in most silicon switches is on the order
of a couple hundred ohms and results in a relatively low Req off . This is shown in
Figure 4.4, where Req off and Req on are plotted as a function of a substrate resistance
multiplier for a 10 finger, 8.5 µm gate width 90 nm nFET. In Figure 4.4, the substrate
resistance is normalized to the value estimated by the design kit for the RF nFET
layout cell. The plot indicates that unless the substrate resistance can be reduced by
more than 50%, Req off will not increase by reducing the substrate resistance. Req on,
on the other hand, shows little dependence on the substrate resistance, as predicted
by Equation (4.3).
Thus, it is often more practical to increase the substrate resistance to improve
Req off . To increase the off-state resistance, techniques such as reducing substrate
contact area [46], and utilizing SOI [92, 93] or triplewell technology [47, 48] are often
applied in high frequency switch design to increase the substrate resistance or to
decrease the coupling to the substrate. Figure 4.3 shows the simulated improvement
in the equivalent off-state resistance for a triple-well device in comparison to a regular
nFET.
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10 finger, 8.5 μm x 0.09 μm nFET
Figure 4.3: Simulated Req off plotted over frequency for a 10 finger, 8.5 µm gate
width 90 nm nFET, triple-well nFET, and 2 parallel, 8.5 µm emitter length 90
nm SiGe HBTs c© 2014 IEEE [7].




























Figure 4.4: Simulated Req off and Req on as a function of substrate resistance for
a 10 finger, 8.5 µm gate width 90 nm nFET at 94 GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7].
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4.1.2 Technology Comparison
SiGe HBTs can replace the nFETs in Figure 4.1, oriented such that the emitter
is grounded and collector is connected to the RF node. Since the collector is also
dc grounded by the shunt stub, both pn junctions of the SiGe HBT are forward-
biased when a base voltage is applied and the SiGe HBT is forced into saturation.
This configuration can be modeled to first order using the small signal model in
Figure 4.5, where Rcb is the diffusion resistance of the collector-base junction, and
Ccb is junction and diffusion capacitance of the collector-base junction. Rbe and Cbe
are the resistance and capacitance of the base-emitter junction, Ccs is the collector-
substrate capacitance, and Rs is the substrate resistance. If it is assumed Rcb ≈ Rbe
and Ccb ≈ Cbe then the shunt SiGe HBT model takes a similar form to the shunt FET

























The equivalent on- and off-state resistances for the SiGe HBT simplify to Equa-
tions (4.3) and (4.4), respectively, with an exchange of variables (2Rbe ⇔ Rch, Rs ⇔
Rb, and Ccs ⇔ Csb). Figure 4.3 shows the equivalent off-state resistance of the shunt
SiGe HBT has a similar frequency response to that of the nFET and agrees well with
Equation (4.4).
It was determined that the SiGe HBT can also be flipped as shown in Figure 4.6,
with the collector grounded and the emitter at the RF node, in order to create a new
configuration termed reverse-saturation [6]. The equivalent off-state resistance of the
reverse-saturated (reverse sat.) configuration is significantly increased in comparison
to the forward-saturated (forward sat.) mode, due to improved isolation from the
emitter to the conductive silicon substrate.
Figure 4.7 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross section of the 9HP
SiGe HBT [65]. While the n+ subcollector comes in contact with the p- substrate and
creates a parasitic junction which contributes capacitance, the emitter is physically
well-isolated from the substrate. In the reverse-saturated configuration, the parasitic
RC network associated with the substrate in Figure 4.5 is not present at the emitter
and the off-state resistance is limited by the pn junctions and not the substrate
network.
In addition, carriers in the emitter face a higher potential barrier to flow through
the transistor in the off-state. The energy band diagram of a SiGe HBT with zero



























2 x .09µm 
x 9µm 
2 x .09µm 
x 9µm 
Cshunt
Figure 4.6: Schematic of the forward-saturated quarter-wave shunt SPDT
switch. By flipping the SiGe HBT, the transistor is placed in the reverse-
saturated configuration c© 2014 IEEE [7].







(p- Substrate below) 
Figure 4.7: SEM cross section of IBMs 9HP SiGe HBT [65].
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1020 cm−3, whereas the collector doping is only above 1017 cm−3. As a result, the
conduction band potential barrier is higher from emitter to base (∆ECE) than from
collector to base (∆ECC). The germanium (Ge) profile also has an impact on the
potential barriers [94]. The higher Ge content at the collector-base junction reduces
the band gap and further shrinks the collector-base potential barrier. Thus, carriers










Figure 4.8: Equilibrium energy band diagram of a SiGe HBT in the off-state
c© 2014 IEEE [7].
Figure 4.9 compares the simulated equivalent shunt resistances, Req on and Req off ,
for the different device configurations available in IBMs 9HP technology, at 94 GHz.
The Req on and Req off values are plotted as the device size is swept, indicating the
resistance values attainable for a given technology. The nFET and triple-well devices
are swept from 1-20 µm with 10 fingers and a 1.5 V gate bias. The SiGe HBTs
are swept from 1-10 µm (the valid range of the RF model), with three transistors
connected in parallel and a 0.875 V base bias. For each gate width or emitter length,
the pair of Req off and Req on values is plotted in Figure 4.9.
The results in Figure 4.9 indicate that for a given Req on value (fixed x-axis value),
the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT achieves a Req off about eight times larger than the
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 Forward Sat. HBT
 Reverse Sat. HBT
Figure 4.9: Req off vs. Req on for the available 9HP device configurations at 94
GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7].
other configurations. In the quarter-wave shunt switch topology, the larger Req off
value prevents RF energy from leaking to ground and reduces the insertion loss. Since
Req on and Req off both scale with the inverse of the device size, it reasonable to form
a FoM for high frequency quarter-wave shunt switches, where FoM1 = Req off/Req on.
The Req off*size product, Req on*size product, and FoM1 are listed for the different
device configurations in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Switch Figure-of-Merit at 94 GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7]
Technology nFET Triple-well nFET Forward Sat. Reverse Sat.
Req off*size (Ω*µm) 11,000 44,000 9,500 68,000
Req on*size (Ω*µm) 428 440 85 85
FOM1 26 100 112 800
4.2 Quarter-wave Shunt SPDT Optimization
To facilitate rapid design and quick approximations of technology performance, a
methodology was created to optimize the quarter-wave shunt SPDT. This approach
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was beneficial in reducing design iterations and providing intuitive insight into existing
design tradeoffs. The following section demonstrates how this process was used to
design the quarter-wave shunt SPDT with reverse-saturated SiGe HBTs.
4.2.1 Device Sizing
The primary challenge in quarter-wave shunt switch design is choosing the opti-
mal device size. In order to compare the performance at different device sizes, the
inductive stubs must be changed for each size in order to resonate out the device
capacitance. To avoid an excessively iterative loop, the assumption can be made
that for all devices sizes, the shunt stubs will be designed to resonate out with the
equivalent shunt capacitance. In this case, Req on and Req off can be extracted from
the Y-parameters of a shunt device and then, referring to Figure 4.6, the insertion
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The device size can now easily be selected. Req on and Req off can be extracted for
different sized SiGe HBTs and inserted in Equations (4.12) and (4.13) to determine
the insertion loss and isolation. Figure 4.10 shows the calculated SPDT insertion loss
and isolation versus emitter length for the reverse- and forward-saturated configura-
tions. Initial simulations showed multiple HBTs were required to achieve the desired
isolation. Thus, in Figure 4.10 two shunt SiGe HBTs have been connected in parallel
and the EM simulations of the base and collector contacts have been included to
improve the accuracy of this analysis.

































Figure 4.10: Calculated SPDT insertion loss (-1*S21 On) and isolation (-1*S21
Off) for two parallel SiGe HBTs in reverse- and forward-saturation c© 2014
IEEE [7].
As the device size increases, the isolation increases, since the larger device reduces
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the impedance when the device is turned on. The insertion loss initially decreases
with increasing size. This is because the on-state impedance of a small SiGe HBT
is not an ideal short, and as result, the impedance it presents after the quarter-
wave transmission line at the T-junction is not very high. This causes power to leak
towards the wrong Switch Port, increasing loss. Eventually, increasing the transistor
size further reduces the equivalent off-state resistance and degrades the insertion loss
due to increased capacitance and reduced substrate resistance.
It is expected that Equations (4.12) and (4.13) slightly underestimate the switch
loss because ideal loss-less quarter-wave transmission lines are assumed. However,
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) provide an excellent approximation for selecting the op-
timal device size. In this case, a SiGe HBT emitter length of 9 µm was selected for
both the forward- and reverse-saturated configurations to balance insertion loss and
isolation and provide a fair comparison between the two configurations.
4.2.2 Matching Networks
After selecting the device size, the inductive matching stubs can be designed. The
stubs should resonate out with the equivalent shunt capacitance at the desired center





For nFET switches, the equivalent on- and off-state capacitances are nearly the
same. However, this is not true for bipolar switches, since the capacitance of a
bipolar device is heavily dependent on the bias current [94]. The stubs should be
designed to resonate with the off-state capacitance and not the on-state capacitance.
For the quarter-wave shunt switch topology in Figure 4.6, it is the Switch Port with
the off-state transistor that creates the low-loss path to the Common Port. Thus,
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in order to have a high return loss at the Switch Ports, the capacitance of the off-
state device must be resonated out. In addition, when the shunt device is turned
on, the inductive stub is in parallel with a low impedance and has little impact on
the combined equivalent shunt impedance. That network still presents a large RF
impedance at the T-junction, even if the reactance is not completely resonated out.
The inductive stubs and transmission lines were implemented using microstrip
lines. The back-end-of-the-line (BEOL) in IBM 9HP features 9 copper metal layers
and a top aluminum layer. The microstrip lines utilized the top aluminum metal and
a combination of metal 3 and metal 2 for a ground plane. Metal 1 was reserved for
dc routing below the ground plane. The cross-section of the microstrip line is shown







Figure 4.11: The cross section of the microstrip lines with a characteristic
impedance of 50 Ω c© 2014 IEEE [7].
Creating a high-quality ground plane while meeting process required metal density
rules can be challenging. To simplify the ground plane, a mesh of metal 2 and metal
3 was created, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.12. The metal 2 ground uses 6.5 µm
x 6.5 µm squares connected together by 2 µm strips of metal. Metal 3 is created in
a plus shape to cover all areas where metal 2 is not present. In the regions where
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metal 2 and metal 3 overlap, they are connected with vias. This mesh completely
covers the substrate and meets all density requirements. Furthermore, it can easily
be placed throughout the entire circuit, creating an excellent ground plane with only
a few discontinuities for connecting to transistors. Since the vertical distance between
metal 2 and metal 3 is small in comparison to the dielectric height of the microstrip
line, the mesh ground plane has little impact on the characteristic impedance of
microstrip lines. Figure 4.12 compares the EM simulation of a 180 µm x 20 µm
shorted stub using the mesh ground plane to the EM simulation of the shorted stub
with a simplified ground plane of only metal 3. Since there is little difference between
the stub inductance and Q of the different types of ground planes, the mesh ground
plane can be simplified to just metal 3 in EM simulations to reduce simulation time
while maintaining accuracy. The 90 pH short stubs used in the reverse-saturated
SiGe HBT SPDT achieve a simulated Q-factor of 28 at 100 GHz (not shown).







 m3 Ground Plane




















Figure 4.12: Comparison of the inductance and quality factor of a 180 µm x 20
µm shorted stub using a solid metal 3 (m3) ground plane and the metal 3-metal
2 mesh ground plane.
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4.3 Forward- and Reverse-Saturated SPDT Results
The quarter-wave shunt SPDT switches were designed using the described proce-
dure, with shunt devices in both the forward- and reverse-saturated configurations.
Referring to Figure 4.6, both designs used shunt devices with two SiGe HBTs of 9 µm
emitter length for comparison. The inductive stub was designed to be 65 pH for the
forward-saturated SPDT and 90 pH for reverse-saturated SPDT to properly resonate
with the device capacitance. At the base node of the SiGe HBT, the dc bias line must
present a high impedance to prevent RF leakage to ground. However, the saturated
SiGe HBTs can draw a substantial amount of current in the on-state. In order to
provide this current and a high RF impedance, the base of the SiGe HBT is biased
with a quarter-wave transmission line. The RF loss of these quarter-wave lines is not
critical to the overall switch performance, and the bias lines can be created with thin,
high-impedance lines which are tightly meandered to reduce size.
In order to facilitate simple two-port measurements, one of the Switch Ports was
terminated on-die with a tantalum nitride (TaN) metal resistor available within the
BEOL. Due to the symmetry of the RF circuitry, the insertion loss and isolation
should be the same for both Switch Ports. A TaN resistor was used instead of a
substrate resistor to minimize the parasitic reactance of the on-die 50 Ω termination.
The additional 20 Ω resistors in the bias networks of Vsw and nVsw have an impact on
the transient response, which is discussed in the next section. The die photograph of
the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDT is shown in Figure 4.13.
A value of 1.1 V was used for Vsw in order to limit the switch power dissipation
(Pdiss) to be less than 6 mW. Separate open and short test structures were used to de-
embed the loss of the pads and contact resistance up to the reference plane, as shown
in Figure 4.13. Due to the small size of the RF pads used in layout, de-embedding
only reduced the total insertion loss by 0.30 dB at 94 GHz.
The measured and simulated insertion loss and isolation of the forward- and
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Ref Plane 
Figure 4.13: Die photograph of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT SPDT switch.
The switch is 680 µm x 480 µm with pads and 580 µm x 380 µm without pads
c© 2014 IEEE [7].
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reverse-saturated SiGe HBT SPDTs are shown in Figure 4.14. At 94 GHz, the
forward-saturated switch achieves an insertion loss of 1.30 dB, with the reverse-
saturated design reducing the loss to 1.05 dB. The measured reverse-saturated SPDT
is slightly degraded compared to simulation, but the forward-saturated measurements
are better than simulated. The difference between simulations and measurement are
reasonable considering that the deeply-saturated mode of operation is typically not
considered during compact model development.
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Figure 4.14: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) insertion loss and iso-
lation of the forward- and reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt
SPDTs c© 2014 IEEE [7].
The improvement in switch loss in the reverse-saturated SPDT is less than initially
would be expected from the results in Figure 4.9 because at very high off resistances,
the impedance presented by the parallel LC network and the impedance presented
by the opposite side of the switch also contribute considerably to the switch loss.
With higher Q passive elements the difference in insertion loss between the forward-
and reverse-saturated SPDTs would be larger. The results shown in Figure 4.14
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demonstrate further improvement in comparison to initial W-band SiGe HBT SPDT
designs that were developed earlier in a H4 process using a similar optimization
procedure [6]. The H4 technology features a 180 nm SiGe BiCMOS process with a
selectively shrunk 90 nm emitter. The insertion loss and isolation of the H4 forward-
and reverse-saturated SiGe HBT SPDTs are repeated here and shown in Figure 4.15.
In comparison to the H4 process, the full 90 nm IBM 9HP process further reduces
the parasitic capacitances and results in a higher Req off . This improvement reduces
the overall insertion loss of the switch.
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M e a s u r e d
Figure 4.15: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) insertion loss and iso-
lation for the forward- and reverse-saturated SiGe HBT SPDTs fabricated on
Tower Jazz SBC18-H4 c© 2014 IEEE [6].
The bandwidth of the quarter-wave shunt switches is driven by the input and
output return losses of the switch. Figure 4.16 shows both switches to have greater
than 10 dB input and output return losses from 78 to 110+ GHz and have a simulated
fractional bandwidth of more than 50%. The frequency dependence of the input
and output match is due to the resonance of the equivalent shunt capacitance and
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the inductive stub. It is well known that for parallel LC resonant filters, a lower
capacitance and higher inductance creates a wider filter bandwidth [95]. Thus, while
increasing the size of the shunt device improves the isolation, it will also increase the
off-state capacitance and reduce the switch bandwidth [47]. The bandwidth can be
incorporated into the device size optimization procedure shown in Figure 4.10, but in
most cases the switch bandwidth is more than sufficient and will not limit the overall
transceiver performance.

























Figure 4.16: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) return losses of the
reverse-saturated quarter-wave shunt SiGe HBT SPDT c© 2014 [7].
Finally, since the matching networks are designed based on the off-state impedance
of the transistor, a bias point can be selected at the end of the design process to bal-
ance performance and power dissipation. The measured insertion loss and isolation
of the forward- and reverse-saturated quarter-wave shunt SPDTs are shown in Fig-
ure 4.17 as a function of the bias voltage and current. Even when the switch operates
at a reduced bias point to consume less than 1 mW of power, the reverse-saturated
SPDT still achieves 1.4 dB insertion loss and greater than 20 dB of isolation at 94
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Figure 4.17: Insertion loss and isolation of the forward- and reverse-saturated
SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDTs plotted over bias voltage and current
before de-embedding, at 94 GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7].
4.4 Switching Speed
The ability to switch rapidly is especially important when the switch is used to
change between transmit and receive modes of operation. For mid- to short-range
radar applications, obtaining a switching speed of less than a couple nanoseconds
is important [96] and correlates to detecting objects beyond a minimum range of 1
meter.
When placed in a deeply-saturated bias configuration, a substantial amount of
minority carriers build up on the base node of the SiGe HBT due to the forward-
basing of both junctions. This excess charge in the base can slow the transistor
down, and as a result, most RF circuits avoid saturation. Specifically for switches,
when the device is turned off, the minority carriers must discharge or recombine before
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the SiGe HBT is completely turned off [97].
However, there is an important distinction between typical nFET switches and
the SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt switches presented in this work. In the nFET
schematic in Figure 4.1, the gate is biased with a large resistor. As a result, any
charge that builds up on the gate has a large time constant for discharging to ground.
It has been shown that reducing the size of this resistor can decrease the switching
time, but this also reduces the isolation between the gate and ground and degrades the
insertion loss of the switch [92]. In a SiGe HBT switch, the removal of the minority
carriers from the base node is limited by the reverse current from the base through
the bias network. In the SiGe HBT switch in Figure 4.6, the quarter-wave bias line
presents a large impedance at W-band, but a low impedance at lower frequencies.
As a result, the reverse current can be quite large and is only restricted by the 20
Ω limiting resistor placed after Cshunt (Figure 4.6). Essentially, the quarter-wave
bias line allows the isolation from the base to ground and the switching speed to be
decoupled into independent problems.
Unfortunately, the switching speed of W-band SPDTs is difficult to measure due
to frequency limitations of oscilloscopes. Figure 4.18 shows the transient simulation of
the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDT with changes in the switch
state at 2.5 and 7.5 ns. Figure 4.18 indicates that the turn-on and turn-off times of
the switch are both less than 200 ps. This is similar to the simulated switching speed
of millimeter-wave nFET switches, which have been reported on the order of 300 ps
[92]. While there is some concern that the deeply saturated mode of operation has
not been considered in compact model development and could impact the transient
simulations, it is anticipated the low impedance presented by the quarter-wave bias
line will allow the minority carriers in the base to discharge quickly. Most likely the
switching speed will be limited by the driver circuitry and not the switch core itself.
Thus, using a quarter-wave transmission line to bias the base of the SiGe HBT is an
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effective method to address the minority charge that builds up on the base node of
the deeply-saturated SiGe HBT.
















Figure 4.18: Simulated transient response of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT
quarter-wave shunt SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].
4.5 Power Handling
In transceiver applications, the RF switch must be able to handle the high output
power generated by the PA. The main limitation on the power handling capability of
the quarter-wave shunt switch occurs at the Switch Port, with a large voltage swing
across the off-state SiGe HBT, as pictured in Figure 4.19. Due to the collector-base
and base-emitter capacitances, the voltage at the Switch Port capacitively divides to
the base terminal. When the voltage at the base becomes large enough, the base-
collector and base-emitter diodes begin to turn-on and provide a leakage path for the
RF power.
As a result, the power handling of a quarter-wave shunt switch is heavily dependent







Figure 4.19: Schematic showing how capacitive coupling induces an RF voltage
on the base of the off-state transistor c© 2014 IEEE [7].
switches, the capacitive voltage division due to Cgd and Cgs induces a voltage on the
gate. Thus, SiGe-based shunt switches have significantly improved power handling
capabilities in comparison to nFETs, where the threshold voltage is much smaller
[98]. Table 4.2 shows the calculated minimum input-referred 1-dB compression point
(P1dBmin) for various SiGe HBT and nFET technologies when the Switch Port is
terminated with a 50 Ω load. This value indicates the RF power level at which the
base or gate node of the off-state device reaches the turn-on or threshold voltage (Vth)













For SiGe HBTs, this equation assumes that Cbe ≈ Cbc and thus the P1dBmin is
approximately the same for forward- and reverse-saturated modes. Since the off-state
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Table 4.2: Shunt Switch Power Handling c© 2014 IEEE [7]
Technology 180 nm nFET 90 nm nFET 65 nm nFET 90 nm SiGe
Vth/Vturn−on (V) 0.43 0.36 0.24 0.72
P1dBmin(dBm) 8.7 7.1 3.6 13.2
device must be turned-on for a significant portion of the RF swing before contributing
1 dB of loss, the actual P1dB is typically several dB higher than the P1dBmin value.
However, Table II shows an important trend that the relatively large turn-on voltage
of SiGe HBTs enable significantly higher power handling capabilities than scaled
nFET switches. In order to achieve high power handling with scaled nFET switches,
additional techniques such as using stacked nFETs in an SOI process will need to be
investigated for millimeter-wave frequencies.
Initial power measurements were made using the setup shown in Figure 4.20. A low
frequency signal generator feeds into an Oleson Microwave Labs (OML) 6x multiplier
W-band source module. The W-band signal connects to a Millitech voltage-controlled
attenuator (VCA) and then Millitech MCA-12-130133 PA. The PA features a P1dB
above 22 dBm and includes a -20 dB coupled port to monitor the output power. The
input and output power levels were calibrated to the probe tips. Since the difference
in power from the input probe tip to the coupled port of the PA is fixed, both the
input and output power levels can be measured simultaneously. This setup provides











Figure 4.20: Power measurement setup at 88 GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7].
For the power handling capabilities of a switch, it is important to distinguish
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between the P1dB when RF power is injected at the Common Port and when RF
power is injected at the Switch Port. P1dB is typically specified by injecting power
at the Common port, but this can be deceptive. In transmit-receive switches, the
antenna is connected at the Common Port and the Switch Ports are connected to the
PA and LNA. In this case, the high RF power will be injected at the Switch Port
connected to the PA.
Since the non-linearity of the switch arises from the off-state transistor at the
Switch Port, injecting power at the Switch Port directly applies more RF power to
the non-linear device. As a result, the P1dB when power is injected at the Switch
Port is lower than the P1dB when power is injected at the Common Port. Figure 4.21
compares the measured P1dB when power is injected at the Common Port and Switch
Port for the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDT at 88 GHz.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the measured P1dB when power is injected at the
Common Port and Switch Port for the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-
wave shunt SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].
Since the non-linearity arises when a portion of the RF swing adds to the dc bias
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to turn-on the shunt device, it is reasonable to expect that the P1dB will increase if
a negative dc bias is applied to the off-state transistor. With a negative bias at the
base, the device has a similar off-state impedance, but it takes a larger RF swing for
the base to reach the turn-on voltage of the SiGe HBT. To investigate this effect,
the switch was measured at 94 GHz at different biases on a separate high power
millimeter-wave setup. The measurement setup consisted of a Millitech 6x multiplier,
Millitech mechanical step attenuator, a Quinstar 90-96 GHz power amplifier, Maury
WR-10 tuners, a fixed 10 dB attenuator, a HP WR-10 power sensor, and WR-10
probes.
Figure 4.22 shows the power sweep of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-
wave shunt SPDT for different biases applied to the base of the off-state transistor.
Once again, RF power was injected at the Switch Port to apply more RF power to the
non-linear device. Figure 4.22 indicates that P1dB improves by 5 dB with a bias of
-0.8 V, up to 22 dBm. The negative bias is limited not by the SiGe HBT, but by the n-
tiedown diodes used to protect the dielectric layer of the metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
capacitors during fabrication. The n-tiedowns could be replaced by large resistors to
enable larger negative bias voltages. While negative voltage supplies are difficult to
implement on-die in many systems, the improvement in power handling capabilities
is significant. In applications requiring high output power, negative charge pump
circuits could be designed to provide the needed negative voltages on-die [99].
4.6 RF Stress
In order to establish saturated SiGe HBT switches as a viable alternative for
millimeter-wave systems, it is important to demonstrate that this relatively unex-
plored mode of operation does not quickly accumulate damage and degrade perfor-
mance. In [100], drastic degradation of a diode-tied SiGe HBT single-pole single-
throw (SPST) switch was demonstrated at extremely high RF powers at X-band
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Figure 4.22: Power sweep of the reverse-saturated quarter-wave shunt SPDT
using negative voltages at the base of the off-state transistor c© 2014 IEEE [7].
frequencies. However, that work only analyzed an on-state series SiGe HBT.
Using the setup in Figure 4.20, a feedback loop between the input power detector
and the VCA was used to provide a constant 17 dBm input power at the Switch Port
of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDT. Power was injected
at the Switch Port for 24 hours in the on-state and 24 hours in the off-state. The
performance of the switch over time is shown in Figure 4.23. There is little to no
degradation in the switch performance over the cumulative 48 hour measurement
period. Additional lifetime testing may investigate this mode of operation further,
but the initial results are very promising.
4.7 Transformer-based SPDT
While the quarter-wave shunt switch topology achieves excellent performance at
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Figure 4.23: Insertion loss and isolation over time for the reverse-saturated
SiGe HBT quarter-wave shunt SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].
W-band, quarter-wave transmission lines are still quite large at 94 GHz. One tech-
nique to reduce the size of the switch is to replace the quarter-wave transmission
lines with a transformer [9, 91], as shown in Figure 4.24. The transformer switch is
only 140 µm x 140 µm without pads, as shown in Figure 4.25. The small size of
the switch enables it to be used in applications where die constraints do not permit
the quarter-wave shunt switch topology. For example, a transformer switch could be
used in a direct conversion architecture to enable both on- and off-chip local oscillator
(LO) generation. In this case, two transformer switches would be required since the
LO port of the mixer is normally differential. The switches would increase the ability
to characterize the performance of the transceiver without separate breakout circuits,
while also reducing risk of failure. The transformer switch could also be placed in
other locations throughout the transceiver to provide additional functionality, while
maintaining nearly the same overall footprint.
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Figure 4.24: The final schematic of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT transformer
SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].
Ref Plane 
Figure 4.25: Die photograph of the reverse-saturated SiGe HBT transformer
SPDT. The switch size is 640 µm x 320 µm with pads and only 140 µm x 140
µm without pads c© 2014 IEEE [7].
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short circuit to one transformer output, forcing most the RF energy to flow to the
other output of the transformer. The device size and transformer are co-designed so
the equivalent off-state shunt capacitance resonates with the transformer inductance.
This eliminates the need for the shunt stubs and reduces the size of the switch.
To reduce the size of the switch further, the quarter-wave dc bias line connected to
the base of the SiGe HBT can be eliminated. Figure 4.17 shows that the bias point
of the SiGe HBT can be reduced to a lower current while still achieving excellent
insertion loss and isolation. The low current operation allows the base to be biased
with a large resistor rather than a quarter-wave transmission line. Thus, in this design
the on-state device operates at a reduced bias point, which compromises isolation,
but enables a smaller foot print. To address the reduction of isolation and to enable a
resonance between the device capacitance and transformer inductance at W-band, the
shunt device size was increased to include four 10 µm emitter length reverse-saturated
SiGe HBTs.
The measured and simulated insertion loss and isolation are shown in Figure 4.26.
The switch achieves better than 2.05 dB insertion loss and 23 dB isolation at 94 GHz,
with a minimum insertion loss of 1.4 dB achieved at 75 GHz. Figure 4.27 shows the
input and output return losses are greater than 10 dB from 65-110+ GHz. There is
a noticeable shift to lower frequencies in the measured S-parameters. This shift may
be due to the SiGe HBT placement in layout. In order to save space, the deep trench
of adjacent SiGe HBTs was shared. The complete impact of this layout configuration
on device performance is still under investigation.
4.8 Summary
Silicon-based millimeter-wave systems have great potential to create low-cost,
high-volume products that have previously been impractical due to the high cost and
low-integration associated with III-V technologies. In particular, SiGe-based systems
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Figure 4.26: Measured and simulated insertion loss and isolation of the reverse-
saturation SiGe HBT transformer SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].



















Figure 4.27: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) return losses of the
reverse-saturated SiGe HBT transformer SPDT c© 2014 IEEE [7].
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have generated great interest due to the ability to achieve high performance LNAs and
PAs at high frequencies [101]. However, in most current BiCMOS millimeter-wave
systems, the front-end switch utilizes nFETs, with only a few exceptions exploring
the use of SiGe HBTs in [6, 45, 48].
This work demonstrates that there are significant benefits to using SiGe HBTs in
the front-end switch. The novel reverse-saturated topology leverages the higher off-
state resistance at the emitter to improve switch performance. Figure 4.28 compares
the insertion loss and isolation of 94 GHz SPDTs for different technologies. Table
4.3 summarizes the performance of the designed switches and compares this work
to other state-of-the-art millimeter-wave SPDTs. The reverse-saturated SiGe HBT
switches achieve nearly a 50% reduction in insertion loss in comparison to the best
nFET SPDTs, and are competitive with III-V solutions. While the switching speed
of saturated SiGe HBTs is of potential concern, initial transient simulations using
current compact transistor models show promising results.






















Figure 4.28: Comparison of the measured insertion loss and isolation of current
state-of-the-art SPDTs at 94 GHz c© 2014 IEEE [7].
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The only performance disadvantage of SiGe switches in comparison to nFET
switches is that SiGe-based switches consume power. However, it was demonstrated
that the bias voltage can be reduced so the switch consumes less than 1 mW while
still achieving excellent performance. In most applications, the system benefits of
higher output power and reduced noise figure enabled by the low-loss SiGe switch
more than outweigh the small power consumption it requires. Based on these re-
sults, saturated SiGe HBT switches may enable significant improvements to future
silicon-based millimeter-wave systems.
Table 4.3: Comparison of State-of-the-art Millimeter-wave SPDTs c© 2014 IEEE
[7]
Ref. Technology Freq IL Iso. P1dB Area Pdiss
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dBm) (mm2) (mW)
This 90 nm Rev. Sat. SiGe 73-110+ 1.05 22 17 0.213 5.0
This 90 nm Sat. SiGe 78-110+ 1.30 22 17 0.213 5.0
This 90 nm SiGe Transformer 65-110+ 2.1 23 16 0.020 5.5
This Selective 90 nm SiGe 77-110+ 1.4 19 19 0.140 8
[46] 180 nm CMOS 75-110 2.8 >20 - - 0.0
[47] 120 nm Trip-well CMOS 85-105 2.3 21 - 0.048 0.0
[43] 120 nm CMOS 80-110 2.0 21 - - 0.0
[102] 90 nm CMOS 50-94 <3.3 >27 15 0.294 0.0
[103] 65 nm CMOS 60-94+ 4.0 26 - 0.06 0.0
[93] 45 nm SOI CMOS 140-220 3.0 >20 8 0.248 0.0
[104] 130 nm SiGe PIN 50-78 2.0 25 - 0.11 28
[44] 50 nm InAlGaAs HEMT 77-120 1.8 20 >19 0.750 0.0
[51] GaAs PIN Diode 94 1.3 22 - 0.938 -
[52] GaAs PIN Diode 93-94 <1.0 >30 - 1.92 -





An important area of research currently in development for silicon transceivers is
built-in-self-test (BIST) capabilities. The significance of BIST circuitry has grown
as the complexity of RF systems has increased. There are now examples of SiGe
millimeter-wave security imaging systems with over 6,000 RF channels [106]. In
addition, wafer-scaled phased-array systems are currently in development, which may
provide several thousand phased-array elements fabricated on a single silicon substrate
in the near future [107].
These highly complex, numerous element systems are an area where CMOS and
SiGe technology hold a distinct advantage over competing III-V technologies. The
ability to integrate analog, digital, and RF circuitry all on a silicon substrate can
provide a complete single chip transceiver. However, creating systems with a large
number of elements comes at a high cost. The measurement and verification of each
element in the array can be extremely costly and time consuming, especially in arrays
of several thousand elements. The problem is exacerbated further at millimeter-wave
frequencies where measurement systems are more expensive and time intensive. To
address this growing limitation on low-cost transceiver development, BIST capabilities
strive to provide some means to assess the functionality of the transceiver without
the normal time-intensive millimeter-wave measurements.
While some research has investigated millimeter-wave built-in-self-test (BIST) ca-
pabilities, the previous approaches are sensitive to the antenna impedance, require
several reference measurements, introduce significant losses or are not scalable to
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large array designs. This work uses a novel type of loop-back testing to provide BIST
capabilities.
Transceivers with loop-back testing use the signal at the output of the transmitter
and feed it back into the receiver to verify the system functionality. There are several
challenges associated with loop-back testing. First, the transmitter normally provides
an output power much higher than the power level the receiver is designed to handle.
Thus, the power of the transmitter must be significantly backed-off to the small-
signal level or an attenuator must be placed between the transmitter and receiver.
The first option means the loop-back test is not testing the transmitter with the
conditions that it will actually operate in. A transmitter operating at low input
power has significantly different matching, power consumption, and stability issues
in comparison to large signal operation.
The second option to attenuate the signal between the transmitter and receiver is
promising and the isolated path of the front-end switch can be used to attenuate the
transmitter output signal [108]. However, most milimeter-wave switches are reflective
and will present either the transmitter or the receiver with close to a short circuit.
In this case, once again the loop-back test does not provide the same conditions
as when the transceiver is in the normal transmit-receive (T/R) operation mode.
Furthermore, presenting a near short circuit to the PA or LNA has the potential
to create instabilities since most of the energy is reflected back into the amplifiers.
Absorptive switches can be developed such that the transmitter and receiver are
connected to 50 Ω impedances in all transceiver and loop-back states. However, this
comes at a significant cost to both circuit size and performance. The circuit in this
work presents 50 Ω impedances in all states of operation, while also minimizing the
cost in terms of loss and size.
A conceptual diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.1. The switch
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual diagram of a front-end switch being used for both
transmit-receive operation and built-in-self-testing.
mode, the control voltages can easily switch between transmit and receive modes of
operation. In the BIST mode, the attenuation path allows a portion of the transmit
signal to be injected back into the receiver for on-die characterization. In addition,
capacitive couplers are used to sense the RF power at the transmitter and receiver
nodes. If the transceiver includes up and down conversion mixers, test signals can
be injected and measured at the IF. Utilizing the power detectors, the transmitter
and receiver gain can be determined on die based on the output voltage of the power
detectors. In addition, if the receiver has the functionality to determine the in-phase
and quadrature components of the signal, the change in gain and phase of VGAs
and phase shifters can be characterized on die as well. The BIST mode of operation
is designed with the transmitter and receiver connected to 50 Ω loads so that the
matching is the same as the T/R mode of operation.
5.2 Front-End BIST Switch Design
The T/R and BIST modes of operation conceptually seem very different, but they
can actually be designed using a lot of the same components and incorporated into
the same front-end switch. The schematic of the front-end BIST switch is shown in
Figure 5.2. Normal T/R operation is achieved by turning on Q4 and Q5 and turning
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off Q1. The low impedances at Q4 and Q5 are transformed to open circuits at the
RF outputs after the quarter-wave transmission lines. The off-state capacitance of
Q1 resonates with the inudctive shunt stub and allows the antenna port to connect to
the transmitter or to the receiver using Q3 and Q2. In BIST mode, Q1 is turned on
and all other transistors are turned off. Q1 presents close to an open circuit at the RF
output nodes due to the quarter-wave transmission lines. This isolates the transmitter
and receiver from the antenna and provides a lossy attenuation path between the
transmitter and receiver. This attenuation is important since the transmitter operates
at a power level much higher than the P1dB of the receiver. With Q4 and Q5 turned
off, the device capacitance resonates with the inductive shunt stubs. The quarterwave
transmission lines in the Q4 and Q5 networks have a characteristic impedance of about
75 Ω to transform the 115 Ω load to 50 Ω at the Tx and Rx ports. In this state, the
power level at the output of the transmitter and at the input of the receiver can be
measured using the power detectors.
The front-end BIST switch leverages the excellent performance of the reverse-
saturated SiGe HBT switches to provide BIST capabilities without significantly de-
grading insertion loss. The T/R control transistors, Q2 and Q3, are biased with
quarterwave transmission lines to provide high current for good isolation and quick
switching speeds. The BIST control transistors Q1, Q4, and Q5 are less critical to
the switch insertion loss and isolation and are biased with 750 Ω resistors to reduce
the circuit size. A 115 Ω termination is used in the BIST networks of Q4 and Q5. An
impedance of larger than 50 Ω is chosen to limit the current flow across the resistor
in the BIST mode. This is especially important for the transmitter where high power
could heat the on-die termination and change its impedance.
The capacitive couplers used at the transmitter and receiver nodes are optimized
for the expected power levels at the output of the PA and the input of the LNA.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the front-end BIST switch.
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transmission lines. Figure 5.3 shows a 3D image of the transmitter and receiver
couplers. The transmitter coupler is between metals 4 and 5 of the BEOL, with an
overlapping area of 4 µm x 4 µm and a separation of 0.4 µm. Since the anticipated
power at the receiver is much lower, the coupler at the receiver is designed with a
higher coupling coefficient to ensure the signal reaching the power detecor is within the
detectable range. The receiver coupler is between metals 3 and 4, with an overlapping
area of 10 µm x 10 µm and a separation of 0.25 µm.
Figure 5.3: 3D image of the transmitter and receiver capacitive couplers.
The schematic of the power detector used in the front-end BIST switch is shown
in Figure 5.4. There are several examples of using SiGe HBTs as a power detector
[18,109–113]. However, in most of these examples the main goal is high responsivity
[18,111,113,114]. For the power detectors in this work, rather than designing for high
responsivity, it is important to achieve a wide range of an accurate linear response.
The power detectors are biased similar to a class B PA, right near the turn-on voltage
of the transistor, so that it is very sensitive to small input powers.
The change in power detector output voltage from the DC bias point for the power
detector in Figure 5.4 can be written as in Equation (5.1), where Vbe is the DC base-
emitter voltage, VT is the thermal voltage, RC is the collector resistance, IS is the
reverse-saturation current, and VRF is the RF voltage swing at the base of the power
detector. By using the Taylor Series expansion in Equation (5.2) and integrating over











Figure 5.4: Schematic of the BIST power detector.
(5.4). The responsivity is defined as the change in output voltage due to the RF
input power and can be calculated for the power detector topology as in Equation
(5.5), where α is a constant relating the input power, Pin, to V
2
RF based on the input
impedance and mismatch [115].
∆ Vout = RCIse
Vbe/VT
(




eVRF cos(2πt)/VT − 1
)
(5.1)


























As shown in Equation (5.5), the responsivity is linearly related to the DC collector
current and the collector resistor. However in this case, if the responsivity it too high,
it will cause a large change in voltage at the output of the collector for small RF power
levels. The collector current will increase, reducing the collector voltage and start to
push the SiGe HBT into saturation, resulting in a lower responsivity. Thus in order
to design a power detector intended for higher input powers, the responsivity must
be intentionally reduced to prevent the compression of the responsivity. A collector
resistor of 2 KΩ is selected and collector currents biases of 170 µA and 225 µA are
used for the receiver and transmitter power detectors respectively.
While many power detectors use a notch filter at the collector of the SiGe HBT to
reduce the RF feed through from the base to collector [112–114], the benefits of this
additional passive network are small. Using a simple decoupling capacitor is sufficient
to suppress RF feed through at 94 GHz and significantly reduces the footprint of the
power detector.
In future work, a differential power detector would be preferred, in which one end
of the differential power detector is grounded. This simplifies the processing of the
power detector output voltage. In the single ended case, the power detector out-
put voltage must be compared to the DC bias voltage to determine the RF power.
However, turning off all RF power in a system is not always possible for BIST ap-
plications. It is important to note that using a differential power detector topology
will not make the power detector insensitive to temperature changes, as claimed in
[110]. The responsivity is inherently exponentially dependent on the thermal voltage
as indicated in Equation (5.1). The responsivity is sensitive to temperature regardless
of whether the topology is single ended or differential. Temperature compensation
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must be handled in a different manner.
Figure 5.5 shows the die photograph of the front-end-BIST switch. The total
area of the switch is 1100 µm x 700 µm. Each power detector is only 50 µm by 80
µm and does not substantially increase the size of the circuit. This indicates that
similar power detectors could be placed at other locations in the transceiver to provide
additional information on individual circuit block performances. In addition, without
DC pads, the front-end BIST switch is only 700 µm wide and is easily small enough






Figure 5.5: Die photograph of the front-end BIST switch. The switch is 1100
µm x 700 µm and only 700 µm x 700 µm without DC pads.
5.3 Measured S-parameters
The S-parameters were measured on an Anritsu 3738A Lightning system with
millimeter-wave test heads. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the measured and simulated
insertion loss and isolation of the BIST front-end switch from the antenna to trans-
mitter and the antenna to the receiver ports respectively. The insertion loss is about
0.5 dB higher than simulation. However, this is expected considering the difference
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between simulation and measurement was about 0.2 dB for the normal reverse satu-
rated SPDT switch. This most likely indicates the compact model of the SiGe HBTs
overestimates the off-state impedance of the transistor in the reverse-saturated con-
figuration. Since the front-end BIST switch has more shunt off-state SiGe HBTs in
the circuit, the difference between simulation and measurement is greater than for
the SPDT switch.
Figure 5.6 shows the transmitter to antenna port path is able to achieve 2.15 dB
insertion loss and 19.8 dB isolation at 94 GHz. The receiver to antenna port shows
similar results with an insertion loss of 2.35 dB and an isolation of 19.5 dB at 94
GHz. Open and short test structures were used to deembed the pad capacitance and
contact resistance. However, due to the small RF pads used in layout, deembedding
reduced the insertion loss less than 0.2 dB. The loss in the receiver path is slightly
higher than the transmitter path since the power detector on the receiver side requires
a coupler with a high coupling ratio.





















Figure 5.6: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) insertion loss and isolation
of the BIST front-end switch from the antenna port to the transmitter.
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Figure 5.7: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) insertion loss and isolation
of the BIST front-end switch from the antenna port to the receiver.
One goal of the front-end BIST topology was to achieve a similar impedance
at the transmitter and receiver nodes in T/R and BIST mode. Figure 5.8 shows
the impedance at the transmitter and receiver nodes in both normal T/R and BIST
modes of operation. The stars symbols at 94 GHz indicate that very similar matching
has been achieved for the two modes of operation. Thus the BIST mode captures the
performance of the T/R mode very accurately.
5.4 Power Measurements
Extensive power measurements were completed to assess the capabilities of the
front-end BIST switch concept. Test structures for the receiver and transmitter cou-
pled power detectors were fabricated. These structures were first tested to analyze
the chip-to-chip variability in the power detector response. Then using the respon-
sivity measured on the test structures, the output power present on the receiver and
transmitter nodes of the full front-end BIST switch was predicted based on the output
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Receiver Transmitter 
Figure 5.8: Comparison of the impedances seen at the transmitter and receiver
nodes in the T/R mode and BIST mode. The stars indicate the impedance at
94 GHz.
voltage of the power detectors. The accuracy of this approach was analyzed by com-
paring the predicted output power to the actual power at the receiver and transmitter
nodes determined by a two step power calibration. Achieving a low error between the
predicted and actual power levels indicates that for a large system, the test structures
could be used to determine the responsivity of the power detectors. Then, the power
at the receiver and tramsmitter nodes of all the elements of a phased-array system
could easily be predicted by the output voltage of the power detector. As a result,
the measurement and verification time of a system would be significantly reduced.
Figure 5.9 shows the schematic of the transmitter power detector test structure.
The test structure should resemble the front-end BIST switch as close as possible to
accurately predict the power in the front-end BIST switch. As seen in Figure 5.9,
the transmitter test structure repeats the transmit half of the front-end BIST switch,
but removes the receiver and antenna path to reduce area. The connection of the
transmitter test structure to the rest of the front-end BIST switch is left as an open.
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In BIST mode, Q1 of Figure 5.2 is turned on creating close to a short. After the quar-
terwave transmission line this presents a very large impedance to the transmitter half
of the circuit. Thus, leaving the connection as an open is a reasonable approximation
of the impedance the front-end BIST switch presents to the transmitter half BIST
mode. However, the difference between the open circuit of the test structure and the
actual impedance the front-end BIST switch presents to the transmitter half of the
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the BIST transmitter power detector test structure.
Figure 5.10 shows a die photograph of the transmitter and receiver power detector
test structures. The receiver power detector test structure uses the same layout at the
transmitter power detector structure, but with a different coupler and power detector
bias point. Each test structure is 600 µm x 600 µm.
5.4.1 Receiver Measurements
Figure 5.11 shows the W-band power measurement setup for the receiver power
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Figure 5.10: Die photograph of the receiver and transmitter power detector
test structures.
detector. A low frequency signal generator feeds into an Oleson Microwave Labs
(OML) 6x multiplier W-band source module. The W-band signal connects to a
Millitech voltage controlled attenuator (VCA). A coupler and an Agilent W8486A
W-band power detector are used to accurately determine the power at the waveguide
level. For the receiver power setup, the power detector is placed at the thru port of
the coupler since the power levels are low and the W8486A is limited to a -30 dBm
to 20 dBm range. A W-band to 1 mm coax adapter and a 1 mm coax cable is used to
connect to the 110 GHz GSG probe. Since there are only passive elements between
the W8486A and the probe tip, this offset is independent of power level and can be
accurately calibrated out of the measurement setup for each measurement frequency.
Figure 5.12 shows the steps required for the power calibration. In the first step,
two power detectors are used at the thru and coupled port of the coupler. The bias of
the VCA is swept the from 0-10 V to determine the difference in power levels between
the thru and coupled ports over a 20 dB power range. The variation in the difference
between the two power detectors is on the order of 0.1 dB and an average power offset












































Figure 5.11: Block diagram of the setup used for the receiver power measure-
ments.
port can be determined by the power measured at the thru port. This procedure is
carried out at each frequency of interest. In the second step, two sets of W-band to 1
mm coax adapters, 1 mm coax cables, and 110 GHz probes are added in between the
coupled port and the second power detector, as shown in Figure 5.12. Next, the power
levels are measured while probed on a thru calibration structure. The additional loss
measured in step two is the loss of the two additional adapters, cables, and probes.
Due to the symmetry of the setup the loss of a single adapter, cable, and probe can
be estimated by dividing this additional loss by two. The single-sided loss can be
added to the difference in the coupled ports to determine the power at the probe tip
as in Equation (5.6). This setup provides probe tip input powers from -23 dBm to -7
dBm.
Pprobe tip = Pcoupler thru port + Pcoupler offset + Padapter,cable,probe loss (5.6)
Using the described measurement setup, the change in the receiver power detector
output voltage was measured over input power as shown in Figure 5.13. As predicted
by Equation (5.4), the change in output voltage increases linearly with input power.
While Figure 5.13 uses a logarithmic scale for the change in output voltage, the input












































Figure 5.12: Required steps to determine the power level at the probe tip.
relationship between the change in power detector voltage and the input power in
Watts. The slope of this line is the responsivity and can be used to predict the power





Figure 5.14 shows the measured responsivity of the receiever power detector test
structure over input power for several die. The low die-to-die variation and constant
response over input power indicate that a single responsivity value can be used with
reasonable accuracy to predict the power level based on the change in power detector
output voltage. Based on Figure 5.14, the receiver responsivity is estimated to be
400 V/W.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the front-end BIST switch approach, the respon-
sivity measured on the power detector test structure is used to predict the power at
the receiver node based on the change in output voltage and Equation (5.7). The
predicted power is compared to the actual probe tip power level dtermined from the
power calibration. Figure 5.15 shows the error between the predicted and actual
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Figure 5.13: The measured change in the output voltage of the receiver power
detector as a function of the RF input power.
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Figure 5.14: The measured responsivity of the receiver power detector test
structure at 94 GHz plotted over input power for 3 different die.
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power for four different die. The error is less than 0.5 dB for -20 dBm to -7 dBm.
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Figure 5.15: The error in predicted receiver power at 94 GHz for multiple die
assuming a responsivity of 400 V/W.
To further establish this approach, the error in the predicted power is measured
over the collector bias of the power detector. This is important since there will be
some system drift in the bias point over time. If the power detector responsivity is
extremely sensitive to the bias point then large errors in the predicted power will occur
as the system drifts from the initial bias point. Figure 5.16 shows the variation in the
responsivity and predicted power error assuming a responsivity of 400 V/W over the
collector bias current for Die 4. As expected from Equation (5.5), the responsivity
increases with the collector bias. However, the predicted power error is less than 0.5
dB from 160-200 uA. This demonstrates that even with moderate system drift, the
power can still be predicted with reasonable accuracy.
In addition, the front-end BIST switch is measured over frequency. Figure 5.17
shows the responsivity of the power detector over frequency. Due to the relatively
flat response of the responsivity over frequency, the power at the receiver node can be
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Figure 5.16: The measured responsivity of the receiver power detector and the
error in the predicted power level at 94 GHz plotted over the power detector
collector bias current.
predicted over frequency using a single responsivity value. This indicates, the front-
end BIST switch could be used to predict the gain of the receiver over frequency
without additional power detector test structure measurements.
5.4.2 Transmitter Measurements
Similar measurements were carried out for the transmitter power detector test
structure and full front-end BIST switch. To achieve the appropriate power levels
expected from the power amplifier, a 25 dBm Millitech PA was added to the mea-
surement setup and the coupler was reoriented, as shown in Figure 5.18. This setup
provides probe tip input powers from 0 dBm 13 dBm.
Figure 5.19 shows the change in the power detector output voltage as the input
power is swept. Once again a nice linear response occurs between the input power
and change in power detector output voltage. In comparison to the receiver power
detector, the responsivity of the transmitter power detector is much lower. This
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Figure 5.17: The measured responsivity of the receiver power detector and the









































Figure 5.18: Block diagram of the setup used for the transmitter power mea-
surements.
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because the capacitive coupler has been designed for a lower coupling ratio so the
compression of the transmitter power detector responsivity doesn’t occur until higher
power levels.
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Figure 5.19: The measured change in transmitter power detector output voltage
at 94 GHz plotted over input power.
Figure 5.20 shows the responsivity over input power for three different die. Good
consistency is seen between die and the transmitter power detector is estimated to
have a responsivity of about 20 V/W.
Assuming a 20 V/W responsivity for the transmitter power detector, the predicted
power error is plotted for several die while measuring the full front-end BIST switch
in BIST mode. As can be seen in Figure 5.21, the error for the transmitter power
detector is higher than that of the receiver power detector. While the variation
between die is fairly low, there is a consistent offset between the front-end BIST
measurement and the test structure measurement. The responsivity of the power
detector within the front-end BIST switch is approximately 17 V/W, instead of 20
V/W as measured on the test structure. This disparity may be due to the different
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Figure 5.20: The measured responsivity of the transmitter power detector test
structure plotted over input power for 3 different die.
impedance presented to the transmitter half of the circuit in the test structure and
full front-end BIST switch.
In multi-element phased-array systems, it may be more appropriate to use the
full front-end BIST switch as the test structure to determine the responsivity to the
power detectors embedded in the phased-array. In this case, the matching conditions
of the power detectors are exactly the same as the matching conditions of the power
detectors in the full phased-array. Thus, it should minimize any offset between the
responsivity of the test structure and the responsivity of the actual system. Almost
no additional area is required to use the full front-end BIST structure as the test
structure for determining the responsivity. Using separate tansmitter and receiver
power detector test structures requires two 600 µm x 600 µm circuits and the front-
end BIST switch is 1100 µm x 700 µm. Adjusting the responsivity to 17 V/W reduces
the predicted power error as shown in Figure 5.22. The error reduces to less than 0.5
dB from 0-13 dBm for all die.
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Figure 5.21: The error in predicted transmitter power for multiple die assuming
a responsivity of 20 V/W.
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Figure 5.22: The error in predicted transmitter power at 94 GHz for multiple
die assuming a responsivity of 17 V/W.
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The transmitter power detector is also checked to determine the sensitivity to
system drift and bias changes. Figure 5.23 shows less than 0.5 dB predicted power
error from 200 µA to 270 µA when the adjust responsivity of 17 V/W is used to
predicted the output power. This indicates the change in output voltage should
remain almost the same despite small bias changes.
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Figure 5.23: The measured responsivity and error in predicted power of the
transmitter power detector in the full front-end BIST switch at 94 GHz plotted
over the collector current. The first predicted power uses a responsivity of 20
V/W. The adjusted predicted power uses a responsivity of 17 V/W.
Figure 5.24 shows the variation in the responsivity of the transmitter power de-
tector in the full front-end BIST switch over frequency and the resulting predicted
power error. The adjusted predicted power error is less than 0.5 dB from 92-96 GHz.
The front-end BIST switch has been designed to be incorporated into a 94 GHz
T/R module designed at Georgia Institute of Technology. The maximum output
power of the PA in the T/R module is 10 dBm The LNA has a input P1dB of -10 dBm.
The front-end BIST switch has been designed to accommodate these power levels.
The transmitter power detector has demonstrated it can provide 0.5 dB accuracy
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Figure 5.24: The responsivity and error in predicted power of the transmitter
power detector in the full front-end BIST switch plotted over frequency. The
first predicted power uses a responsivity of 20 V/W. The adjusted predicted
power uses a responsivity of 17 V/W.
from 0-13 dBm. In BIST mode, Q1 in Figure 5.2 is turned on attenuating the signal
between the transmitter and receiver. The attenuation was measured to be 23 dB
between the transmitter and receiver using the power setup in Figure 5.18. As a
result, the power injected to the receiver in BIST mode is approximately -13 dBm
and is below the compression point of the LNA.
5.5 Summary
The front-end BIST switch demonstrates the ability to predict the power at the
transmitter and receiver nodes based on the DC output voltage of the on-die power
detectors. This is an exciting innovation for large scale arrays where the cost of
measurement and verification can often dominate the overall cost of development.
A chip containing up- and down-conversion mixers with the front-end BIST switch
could quickly be checked for basic functionality by using the loop-back testing. With
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only DC bias and IF signals the attenuated transmit signal would be fed back into
the receiver in the BIST mode. To further verify the system functionality, the on-die
power detectors could be used to measure the power at the transmitter and receiver
nodes. Depending on the required accuracy of the verification, the power levels could
be estimated based off the simulated responsivity of the power detectors or for better
accuracy, based off the measured responsivity of power detector test structures. Com-
bining these power levels with the signal power at IF would provide the transmitter
and receiver gain without millimeter-wave equipment. The gain variation of VGAs in
the system could also be characterized. Since the power detectors are inherently large
signal sensors, the P1dB of the transmitter and receiver could also be determined. In
addition, since the antenna port is isolated from the transmitter and receiver while in
BIST mode, changes in the antenna impedance will have little impact on the BIST
mode of operation. This makes the front-end BIST switch well suited to monitor the
system health over time.
The front-end BIST switch is currently being packaged and characterized in a
single channel T/R module. The T/R module includes the front-end BIST switch,
LNA, PA, and up- and down-conversion mixers, as shown in Figure 5.25. The results
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HIGHLY INTEGRATED SIGE HBT W-BAND
RADIOMETER
In order to detect small noise temperatures, the incoming signal must be amplified
before reaching the power detector using an LNA. This is the basic topology of a
total power radiometer. However, the gain variations and 1/f noise of the LNA is a
concern and can change the responsivity of the system over time. As discussed in the
introduction, a Dicke switch topology is commonly utilized to overcome these issues
by periodically calibrating to a known temperature reference.
The sensitivity (∆T) of a radiometer is the minimum change in temperature the
system can detect. Equation (6.1) shows the sensitivity of a total power radiometer,
where TA is the antenna temperature, TN is the noise temperature of the receiver,
β is the system bandwidth, τ is the integration time, G is the LNA gain, and ∆G
is the change in gain over time. In a total power radiometer, it is impossible for
the system to distinguish between changes in the LNA gain and changes in the noise
emitted by the targeted object. Often the (∆G/G) term is the main limitation in the
minimum sensitivity. In a Dicke radiometer topology, switching between the antenna
and a known temperature reference at a speed faster than the 1/f noise corner of the
receiver minimizes the impact of gain variations. However, for a Dicke radiometer,
there is a factor of two penalty in the sensitivity, as shown in Equation (6.2), because
half of the integration time is spent connected to the reference temperature.















In addition, the Dicke switch topology also degrades the radiometer because the
switch loss increases the noise temperature of the receiver. As a result, the loss of the
switch must be kept to an absolute minimum. However, the calibration of radiometers
is often as critical as the design of the radiometer itself and using switches to connect
to multiple noise source can be used for accurate calibration. For example, in earth
science instruments, multiple noise references are often used to provide more accurate
noise measurements and to prevent problems caused by the drift of individual noise
sources. The NASA Jason Microwave Radiometer project, which was used until 2013
to determine atmospheric water vapor content, contains six different noise reference
diodes [59]. This work leverages the excellent performance of the reverse-saturated
switch design to create a high performance, highly-integrated radiometer.
A system diagram of the W-band radiometer is shown in Figure 6.1. The sys-
tem consists of a 4-way switch with an integrated hot temperature reference and an
ambient temperature reference. The 4-way switch features a unique design in which
any two of the four ports may be connected with a low-loss path, while isolating that
path from the other ports. The switch is followed by a high gain W-band LNA [116]
to amplify the noise received at the antenna to detectable levels. Finally, this signal
is fed into a power detector, which converts the W-band RF signal into a DC voltage.
The radiometer was designed in the IBM 9HP 90 nm SiGe HBT technology.
Figure 6.2 shows a die photograph of the full radiometer. The radiometer is
1750 µm x 900 µm including pads. The small footprint of the radiometer indicates
the potential to create highly-integrated miniature radiometers on SiGe BiCMOS
platforms. In the future, other key circuit blocks such as low frequency amplifiers,




















Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the highly-integrated W-band radiometer.
radiometer.
6.1 Radiometer Circuit Block Designs
6.1.1 4-way Switch
The 4-way RF switch with the hot and ambient temperature references can be
achieved by adding two more quarter-wave shunt sections in to the typical SPDT
topology. The schematic of the reverse-saturated 4-way switch is shown in Figure 6.3.
In this topology, the RF energy is block from the isolated ports by applying a high
voltage to the shunt device at the corresponding ports. The low impedance of the
on-state SiGe HBT is transformed to an open impedance at the cross junction. This
allows most of the RF energy to flow between the other two ports, where the shunt
devices are turned off. Since the circuit is symmetric with respect to the cross junc-
tion, any two ports can be connected while isolating that transmission path from the
other two ports. Furthermore, as a result of the symmetry of the circuit, the insertion
loss and isolation are nearly the same in all states. This technique can be extended







Figure 6.2: Die photograph of the full W-band radiometer system.
The symmetry also means that measuring the noise source at the input port is an
accurate characterization of the noise source when it is connected to the receiver.
This property is under investigation to determine if it provides benefits in simplifying
calibration or monitoring the drift of the temperature references.
The ambient temperature reference is implemented with a 50 Ω load connected
at the end of one of the quarterwave shunt switch sections. It is well known and
common practice to use a matched 50 Ω load to produce a noise temperature equal
to the ambient temperature of the system [59]. The hot temperature reference is
implemented using a diode-tied SiGe HBT with the base and emitter shorted together.
The collector-base junction of the SiGe HBT is reverse-biased near the breakdown of
the pn junction. At this bias, the SiGe HBT is at the onset of avalanche multiplication
and produces significant noise [117]. This noise is coupled into the system using a
capacitive coupler. In order to remain well matched to 50 Ω, the quarterwave shunt
section of the hot temperature reference is also terminated in a 50 Ω load. The


































Figure 6.3: Schematic of the 4-way switch connected to the hot and ambient
temperature references.
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of the collector-base diode does not significantly change the matching when it is
reverse-biased near breakdown. In the future, the hot and ambient temperature
references could be implemented with a single switch leg by turning off the diode in
the ambient state and activating it in the hot state.
The 5 KΩ resistor in the hot temperature reference also plays an important role
in creating a feasible hot temperature reference. The breakdown of the collector-
base junction is very rapid due to avalanche multiplication around 5.3 V. Biasing the
junction above 5.3 V causes permanent damage to the device. As a result, it is very
difficult to bias the diode near avalanche to produce high noise, without damaging
the device. Using a 5 KΩ biasing resistor limits the current through the diode and
prevents rapid breakdown. Figure 6.4 shows the measured diode IV curves with and
without the 5KΩ bias resistor. Post IV measurements showed the diode without the 5
KΩ resistor was permanently damaged, whereas the 5 KΩ resistor was able to protect
the diode.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the SiGe HBT collector-base diode IV curves with
and without the 5 KΩ biasing resistor.
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A test structure circuit was fabricated to determine the performance of the 4-way
switch, as shown in Figure 6.5. The test structure is 1000 µm x 900 µm. Unfortu-
nately, it was not possible to measure the S-parameters of the 4-way switch due to
equipment failures. However, using a power measurement setup similar to Figure 5.18,
it was possible to determine the difference in power levels in the on- and off-states.
Figure 6.6 shows the estimated insertion loss and isolation from 92-96 GHz using the
power measurement setup. The insertion loss and isolation are approximately 2.5 dB
and 21 dB respectively. It is anticipated that this is a conservative estimation of the
insertion loss. Due to additional reflections and pad losses, the insertion loss of the
switch is estimated to be about 2 dB. The simulated insertion loss was 1.7 dB, but
it is expected that the loss will be slightly higher than simulation since the model
has been shown to overestimate the off-state impedance of the reverse-saturated SiGe
HBT in the SPDT and the front-end BIST switch. The S-parameters of the 4-way






Figure 6.5: Die photograph of the 4-way switch test structure.
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Figure 6.6: Measured insertion loss and isolation using large-signal power mea-
surements.
The unique capability of the 4-way switch to connect any two ports, while isolating
the others means the switch has six different distinct states. This may be useful in
a wide variety of applications. One straight forward example is to us the 4-way
switch to connect a single transmitter and receiver to two antennas of vertical and
horizontal polarizations. Using multiple polarizations enables more information to be
extracted about a target object in radar and imaging applications and can improve
the reliability of signal detection [118]. Previously to achieve systems with multiple
polarizations, multiple transmitters or receivers had to be placed within the same
system [45]. Using the 4-way switch would significantly reduce the footprint and
complexity of these systems.
6.1.2 W-band Low-noise Amplifier
The W-band LNA has been previously published in collaboration with another
student [116]. It features a maximum measured gain of 35 dB at 81 GHz and a
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minimum measured noise figure of 3.5 dB at 80 GHz. A gain of 25 dB and noise figure
of less than 4.5 dB is achieved over the entire 75-110 GHz W-band. This is state-of-
the-art LNA performance and it is the first SiGe based W-band LNA to demonstrate
less than 4 dB noise figure. The large gain and low noise are critical for radiometer
applications. The high gain increases the responsivity of the radiometer, allowing
it to amplify small noise temperatures to measurable values. The low noise figure
reduces the noise temperature of the radiometer and enables a smaller sensitivity.
6.1.3 W-band Power Detector
Similar to the power detectors in the front-end BIST switch, the power detector in
the radiometer makes use of the linear relationship between input power and change
in output voltage at low bias currents. However, while the power detectors in the
front-end BIST switch were purposefully mismatched at the input to decrease the re-
sponsivity, the radiometer requires high responsivity. Figure 6.7 shows the schematic
of the power detector. A shunt-series transmission line network is utilized to match
the input to 50 Ω at 94 GHz while also providing a means to bias the base of the
transistor. At the output, the power detector is connected externally to a Stanford
Research Systems, SRS-552 amplifier. This amplifier has a minimum noise figure at
a 1 KΩ input impedance. As a result the power detector has been designed to have
an output impedance of 1 KΩ. While many W-band power detectors include a shunt
L-C notch filter at the output to reduce the RF feed through from the input to the
output, this has little benefit over a simple shunt capacitor at 94 GHz. In this design,
it was decided to only include a shunt capacitor at the output to reduce the circuit
foot print.
The power detector test structure is shown in Figure 6.8. The test structure is
only 350 µm x 700 µm and mostly dominated by the size of the pads. The power













Figure 6.7: Schematic of the W-band power detector block in the highly-
integrated radiometer.
can be measured with a PNA.
Unfortunately, due to equipment failures, the S-parameters of the power detector
could not be measured to analyze the input matching and the RF feed through.
However, the operation of the power detector was demonstrated with large signal
measurements. Figure 6.9 shows the measured responsivity at 94 GHz plotted over the
collector current bias of the power detector. As expected, the responsivity increases
with the bias current. However, with a 1 KΩ resistor in the bias network, the SiGe





A common FoM for detectors if the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), which is given
by the output noise voltage divided by the resposnivity, as shown in Equation (6.3).
Since the noise of the power detector increases with the collector current, the bias







Figure 6.8: Die photograph of the power detector test structure.
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Figure 6.9: Measured responsivity of the power detector test structure at 94
GHz.
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in Figure 6.9. Here, the nominal bias point is 170 uA, with a responsivity of roughly
22 KV/W.
Figure 6.10 shows the responsivity measured from 90-100 GHz at 170 uA and 250
uA. The plot shows the responsivity is larger than 20 kV/W over the entire 90-100
GHz range. Wideband radiometers are highly desirable since the sensitivity reduces
with the bandwidth of the system.
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Figure 6.10: Measured responsivity of the power detector test structure over
frequency.
6.2 W-band Radiometer Measurements
The responsivity of the radiometer was measured using a setup similar Figure 5.11.
Figure 6.11 shows the change in the radiometer output voltage and responsivity as
a function of the input power. As desired, the radiometer is sensitive to even very
small input powers. The responsivity begins to compress at -40 dBm.
The responsivity of the entire radiometer system can be estimated from the circuit
block performance assuming a perfect match between blocks according to Equation
(6.4). If the switch loss is estimated to be 2 dB, the LNA gain is 30 dB, and the
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Figure 6.11: Measured radiometer output voltage and responsivity as a function
of the input power.
responsivity of the power detector is 22 KV/W, then the estimated responsivity of
the whole radiometer is 13 MV/W. It is expected this will be an over estimate since
there will be losses due to mismatch, but it gives a reasonable estimation to verify









∗ <power detector (6.4)
Figure 6.12 shows the responsivity of the radiometer over the collector current
bias of the power detector. As expected the responsivity is slightly less than that
estimated from Equation (6.4). The radiometer shows a similar responsivity result
over bias current in comparison to the power detector test structure but is roughly
three orders of magnitude larger. The nominal bias point of 170 uA is chosen to
balance the increase in responsivity at high bias currents with the larger noise.
The responsivity of the radiometer is also characterized over frequency from 90-
100 GHz, as shown in Figure 6.13. The responsivity is greater than 4 MV/W for
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Figure 6.12: Measured responsivity of the radiometer at 94 GHz plotted over
collector bias current of the power detector.
the entire range. In comparison to the power detector test structure in which the
responsivity was reasonably flat over frequency, the full radiometer shows a clear
trend of decreasing responsivity with frequency. This is due to the response of the
LNA, where the gain decreases from 35 dB to 25 dB from 80 GHz to 100 GHz [116].
Future measurements will characterize the responsivity over a wider bandwidth to
determine the full -3dB bandwidth of the system.
An exciting result of the highly-integrated SiGe radiometer was that it demon-
strated the ability to use a coupled noise diode as an active hot temperature reference
on-die. Previous to this work, very few publications have demonstrated an active hot
temperature reference on silicon. To analyze the active hot temperature reference,
the radiometer was biased with a high voltage on In SW and Tref SW (Figure 6.3).
LNA SW and Thot SW were grounded to create a low-loss path from the coupled
noise source to the LNA. The radiometer output voltage was measured while sweep-
ing the bias voltage of the collector-base noise diode from 0-15 V and then back down
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Figure 6.13: Measured responsivity of the radiometer over frequency.
from 15-0 V to ensure the results were not due to system drift. Figure 6.14 shows the
output voltage of radiometer changes over 10 mV at a 15 V bias.
The radiometer output voltage was also measured while the 4-way switch had a
low-loss path between the ambient temperature reference and the LNA. The noise
diode bias voltage was swept from 0-15 V and back down from 15-0 V. As shown in
Figure 6.14, the resulting change in radiometer output voltage is about an order of
magnitude lower. This result is expected because the isolation of the switch is finite
and some of the noise generated by the noise diode will leak into the Tref to LNA
transmission path.
The noise measurements of the radiometer are currently in progress. However,
the simulated noise spectrum is shown in Figure 6.15. The 1/f noise corner occurs at
about 10 kHz and the noise above the 1/f noise corner is about 100 nV/Hz1/2. The
sensitivity can be estimated for a Dicke radiometer using Equation (6.5), where k is
Boltzmann’s constant. Estimating the performance of the radiometer at 8 MV/W
for a bandwidth of 20 GHz, and using a integration time of 30 ms for video imaging,
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Figure 6.14: Measured change in the radiometer output voltage as a function
of the noise diode bias, while the LNA is connected to the hot and ambient
temperature references.
the sensitivity is calculated to be 0.37 K. This is very comparable to other litera-
ture on silicon, as shown in Table 6.1. However, this radiometer also has additional
functionality and can switch to multiple temperature references. This is capability is
beneficial since it is desirable to have the reference temperature near the temperature
of the target object.







A highly-integrated W-band radiometer was developed with multiple on-die tem-
perature references. A coupled noise diode was used to create an active hot tempera-
ture reference. A 50 Ω termination was utilized as the ambient temperature reference.
The 4-way switch has an estimated insertion loss of 2 dB. The LNA has roughly 30
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Figure 6.15: Simulated noise spectrum of the radiometer.
Table 6.1: Comparison of State-of-the-art Millimeter-wave Radiometers
Ref. Tech. Topology < Integration NEP ∆T
(MV/W) (ms) (fW/Hz1/2) (K)
This 90 nm SW + LNA 8 30 12 0.37
SiGe + Pdet
[47] 130 nm SW + LNA 4 30 14 0.69
SiGe + Pdet
[119] 165 nm LNA 28 3.1 18 0.35
SiGe + Pdet
[103] 65 nm SW + LNA 0.09 30 200 10
CMOS + Pdet
[115] 180 nm SW + LNA + 45 30 10 0.4
SiGe Pdet + IF AMP
[120] InP LNA 0.5 3.1 – 0.45
HEMT + Pdet
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dB of gain and a 4 dB noise figure. The power detector achieved a responsivity of
over 20 KV/W. The full radiometer responsivity was measured over 10 MV/W. The
noise measurements are currently in progress, but it is anticipated based on previous
designs, that the radiometer will achieve state-of-the-art sensitivity levels. In the
future, further integration with low frequency amplifiers, integrators, switch drivers




7.1 Summary of Contributions
This work explores novel techniques to reconfigure RF and millimeter-wave cir-
cuits and systems. The ability to reconfigure a system can provide several benefits
including: meeting multiple standards or project requirements, adapting to environ-
mental conditions, adjusting to process variations, calibrating a system, providing
built-in-self-test capabilities, and monitoring system health. These benefits are es-
pecially well suited for highly-integrated silicon-based systems, which can support
digital logic, analog circuitry, RF circuitry, and memory blocks with high yield. The
specific contributions of this work include:
1. The analysis of current trends of transistor RF performances in CMOS and
SiGe BiCMOS processes. The top metal layer fT/fmax of a 120 nm SiGe HBT
process was demonstrated to be 260/430 GHz in comparison to a top metal
layer fT/fmax of 210/245 GHz for 32 nm SOI CMOS.
2. The design of a frequency-agile low noise amplifier using a transistor core base-
switch. The frequency-agile LNA can be tuned from 8.2 to 9.7 GHz at both the
input and output, and has a measured noise figure of 2.6-3.3 dB.
3. The design of a digitally controlled seven state variable-gain LNA at 10 GHz.
The digital control bits set the gain between 9.5 and 16.5 dB. The noise figure
of 5 of the 7 states was less than 2 dB.
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4. The development of a novel reverse-saturated SiGe HBT configuration for millimeter-
wave switches. This configuration was analyzed in detailed and has demon-
strated record setting insertion loss for silicon-based millimeter-wave switches.
5. The design of a novel front-end switch with a built-in-self-test system. This
system allows the power levels at the transmitter and receiver nodes to be
determined on-die with minimal millimeter-wave measurements. This is an
exciting innovation that enables quick system verification and system health
monitoring over time.
6. The development of a highly integrated radiometer with an ambient tempera-
ture reference and active hot temperature reference. The radiometer has state-
of-the-art responsivity of over 10 MV/W.
7. The design of a novel 4-way switch, which allows any two ports to be connected
with a low-loss path, while isolating the transmission path from the other ports.
7.2 Future Work
There are several extensions of this research that are exciting research topics.
1. Based on the technology trends research, bench mark circuits such as amplifiers
and mixers can be designed to further compare the performance of SiGe HBT
and advanced node CMOS technologies.
2. At X-band, sensors can be incorporated into transceivers to determine informa-
tion about the environment such as the temperature and spectral power levels.
This information can be fed back into the control knobs of the LNA and other
circuit blocks to dynamically optimize performance to the environment.
3. The techniques used to create control knobs for the LNA can also be explored
for PA design.
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4. The reverse-saturated switch can be used in other switch variants to increase
the off-state impedance of millimeter-wave switches.
5. The BIST switch capabilities can be incorporated into larger systems. Incorpo-
rating a differential power detector would make the measurements of the power
levels less sensitive to system drift.
6. There are significant research opportunities for silicon-based radiometers. This
field has been dominated by III-Vs but the ability to integrate multiple noise
references, RF amplifiers, power detectors, low frequency amplifiers, and ADCs
all on a single die is very attractive solution for small footprint radiometers.
7. Characterizing the radiometer not only in terms of NEP, but also in terms of
the noise temperature of the noise sources is an important next step in creating
a full radiometer system.
8. There are also significant research opportunities for the optimization of millimeter-
wave power detectors. The power detector is a heavily non-linear circuit and
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